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Abstract
of
HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF A NEURAL NETWORK WITH
PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ON FPGA
by
Prem Savitra Bhaskara

Recent changes in computation and storage have led to the tremendous growth of
neural networks and big data. Analysis of big data has led to achievements such as selfdriving cars through advances in algorithms like machine vision. There is a growing need
for new hardware approaches and learning algorithms since it will be increasingly
difficult for humans to keep up with these new demands using traditional methods of
computing. Therefore, this project proposes a custom hardware accelerator to assist with
neural network training and to enable parallelization through two neural networks
working simultaneously. Software applications make use of hardware accelerators by
offloading intense computational workloads. This project highlights the design and
implementation of a neural network and presents a method of training the network
through a population-based learning algorithm called Particle Swarm Optimization, all in
hardware.
An essential requirement to achieve a fully functioning neural network in
hardware is to use customizable hardware. A digital circuit targeting a field
programmable gate array, (FPGA) is a perfect fit for implementing such a system. FPGA
allows for reconfiguration of hardware and high parallelization for deployment of custom
v

hardware, along with efficient testing of the design. This project shows the training of the
neural network through Particle Swarm Optimization and its design methodology onto
FPGA.
System Verilog, a hardware description language, and cell libraries from vendors
enabled the development of two algorithms, Neural Network (NN) and Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), to achieve a fully synthesizable design to FPGA. Verification of the
custom hardware design was done, and the concept of training a neural network using a
population-based algorithm developed on hardware targeting FPGA was shown.

_______________________, Committee Chair
Dr. V. Scott Gordon

_______________________
Date
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Computation and big data are a new phase of evolution for humanity. Everything
we see around us is a smart device, which provides data, analysis of which can provide
vital information to better serve the needs of humanity. Over the past few years, computing
power has grown due to advancement in technologies such as the Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA). These devices offer synthesizable digital hardware for custom algorithms.
They are also an excellent platform for emulating application specific integrated circuits
(ASIC) and for rapid development of custom hardware to serve as a hardware accelerator
for intense computational problems. The time required for the development of an ASIC is
typically between two and five years and requires resources like manpower, investments,
and planning. On the other hand, developing a comparable synthesizable custom design in
FPGA may take mere weeks to a few months [9].
1.1 Background – FPGA Development Environment
The FPGA chip assists hardware designers developing custom algorithms. Each
FPGA chip has pre-made blocks, such as random access memory (RAM) and DSP48
(digital signal processing) cores, for storage and computation respectively. Using these
hardware blocks, the designer can focus on developing algorithms instead of spending
valuable time designing and optimizing basic building blocks for digital logic design.
FPGA is silicon that can mimic an ASIC by joining various pre-existing connections, such
as the black lines shown in Figure 1 [15]. The integrated development environment (IDE)
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software provided by the vendor of FPGA used in this project (Digilent, Inc, WA)
configures blocks and connections to synthesize the proposed register transfer logic (RTL).
This project targets Xilinx ZYNQ -7000 XC7z020clg400-1 [16], an FPGA chip
that belongs to the ZYNQ family of Xilinx. ZYNQ (Xilinx, Inc., San Jose, CA) is a system
on the chip with logic cells and an Advanced RISC Machines (ARM) processor. The ARM
processor enhances smarter computation while expanding the data flow through Input and
Output (IO) peripherals. Logic cells enable custom hardware design using the following
primitive blocks (Table 1):
Attribute

Value

Programmable cells

85k

Look up tables

53,200

Flip Flops

106,400

Block RAMs
DSP Slices

4.9 MB (140)
220

Table 1. ZYNQ FPGA fabric primitive blocks
Figure 1 shows the floorplan of primitive blocks of FPGA [15]. Slices surround
each DSP or block random access memory (BRAM). Each slice (highlighted in red) has a
look-up table to synthesize all combinatorial logic and flip-flop to synthesize sequential
logic.
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Figure 1. ZYNQ FPGA fabric floorplan [15]
We used a Zybo Z7 board (Figure 2) that contains the ZYNQ -7000
XC7z020clg400-1 FPGA and contains all the necessary hardware in this project like
clocks, voltage sources, bifurcation of the FPGA pins, and software to program the device.

Figure 2. Zybo Z7 FPGA SOC board [16]
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Xilinx also provides an integrated design environment to develop the project and
deploy it to the board using the software package Vivado. This tool enables the designer to
write Register Transfer Level (RTL) System Verilog, a hardware description language to
synthesize digital hardware. Vivado includes the following features to assist with RTL
development, analysis, and report generation:
1. RTL compilation validation and behavioral simulation
2. Synthesis and implementation of ZYNQ-7020
3. Netlist and schematic exploration for optimization and adding hardware to capture
live signals as the algorithm runs on FPGA
Acquiring this hardware enables the full suite of Vivado, which includes the following:
1. Software development kit dedicated for the ARM processor
2. Pre-made hardware blocks with full licenses to develop custom hardware:
a. Interface and interconnectivity – intellectual property (IP) of the ARM to
provide connectivity between FPGA fabric and ARM processor within the
chip
i. Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI) DMA controller
ii. AXI general Purpose IO
iii. AXI interconnect
b. Audio Video and Image processing
i. High-Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI)
ii. Red, Green, Blue (RGB) to Luminance and Chrominance
(YCbCr/YUV) color space converter
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c. Communications
i. UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver and transmitter)
ii. SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface)
d. DSP and math
i. Accumulators
ii. Digital Signal Processing (DSP) macroblocks
iii. Multipliers and adders
iv. Counters
e. Memory and controllers
i. Memory interface generators
ii. RAM’s and Read-Only Memories (ROM’s)
3. Standard Xilinx file formats to support the following:
a. Pre-load block RAM (“Coefficient” file - .coe extension)
b. Synthesis and implementation allows the designer to connect the FPGA
fabric to physical ports on the board (“Xilinx Design Constraints” file - .xdc
extension)
From the IP mentioned above, this project instantiates the following IP core:
1. Block RAM
2. Floating point (FP) arithmetic cores
MATLAB (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) is a numerical computing environment and
proprietary programming language to simulate various mathematical functions [17].
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1.2 Background - Neural Network
Researchers have developed algorithms that emulate various biological systems.
One such system is Neural Networks. The fundamental building blocks of a neural network
are the neurons. These cells are present in every animal’s brain and fire based on the
accumulated electrical impulses. A mathematical model of a neuron can replicate this
behavior. Artificial neural networks comprise artificial neurons connected in a feedforward
or recurrent topology to achieve a desired behavior. In a feedforward network, artificial
neurons connect in a single direction from layer to layer, while in a recurrent network,
connections running in the opposite direction are included.
The neuron models used in these networks often use a weighted sum and threshold.
If the summation of all the inputs and their corresponding weights are higher than a
threshold, then the neurons output a “1”, otherwise they output a “0”. This model is often
called a “Perceptron”. Training data for Neural Networks (NN) consist of “training” cases,
each consisting of a set of inputs and their corresponding known outputs. During training,
the weights in the network are altered until the network correctly replicates the training
examples. After training, the neural network is tested using other “testing” cases excluded
from the training phase. This testing will show the extent that network has “generalized”,
or learned the underlying problem in general.
Adding a bias node has been shown to improve the performance of a neural
network. The bias node always outputs a 1 and a trainable weight. The bias node has the
effect of shifting the threshold function in a positve or negative direction which often
speeds learning, by allowing the NN to scale the weights during training more efficiently.
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The threshold is an example of an “activation function”. There are many choices
for an activation function; for example, SoftMax function, Tan-sigmoid function, Logsigmoid function, linear combination, and a unit step function (Perceptron). Each output
generated through an activation function is applied to the sum of weighted products from
all connections to the node from the previous layer. Non-linearity activation function have
many advantages over the simple threshold function previously described. This paper uses
the sigmoid function as the neuronal activation function [5]:
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 =

1
1 + 𝑒 −𝑛𝑒𝑡

where 𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 + 𝑥1 ∗ 𝑤1 + 𝑥2 ∗ 𝑤2.

Figure 3. Simple NN
The simple feedforward neural network shown in Figure 3 consists of three layers:
the input (Layer 1), hidden layer (Layer 2) and the output layer (Layer 3). The computing
power of a NN, and subsequently its ability to solve harder problems increases with the
number of hidden layers. The increased number of neurons results in the ability to solve
higher orders of non-linearity or detect more complex patterns. Each layer consists of the
several nodes, called neurons, which connect the previous to the next layer. This topology
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is often used to provide solutions to classification problems.
Several algorithms have been proposed to train the weights of a neural network.
The oldest and most robust algorithm is backpropagation which uses the output error to
diminish the weights of incorrect connections, so that these are less likely to fire on the
subsequent training cases. Other training algorithms include genetic algorithms and
simulated annealing. Another population-based training algorithm is Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), which is based on real-life behavior seen in birds.
1.3 Background - Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
Consider birds searching for food in a given space. One bird discovers a feasible
solution, and the rest follow. However, individual birds also remember their personal
experiences, and explore both their own and the flock’s favorite destinations.
In Particle Swarm Optimization, contains multiple sets of possible weights, where
each set of weights is a complete neural network. Each set of the particle’s weights
navigates in n-dimensional space, where n is the size of each particle and equal to the
number of weights in the Neural Network. For each of these sets of weights, the output of
each of training cases is calculated. Based on the result, the swarm tends to converges
towards the set of weights with the best performance on the training cases. The
implementation of PSO in hardware takes advantage of its highly parallelizable algorithm,
and FPGAs enable custom hardware to better utilize this nature.
Translating the behavior of birds into mathematical concepts [19], the PSO
achieves the desired solution through a swarm of particles. Each particle in the swarm
consists of four sets of information, listed as follows:
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1.

Position: The current value of a particle in this project. This value represents all the
weights (W) of the neural network at time (t).

2.

Error: Evaluation of the quality of the current particle’s position. In this project, the
fitness (error) is the sum-squared error of all training cases for the neural network
represented by this particle.

3.

Previous Best (Pbest): The previous set of weights of each particle that resulted in
best fitness yet seen by that particle.

4.

Global Best (Gbest): The global best of the swarm, or the weight values that has
best fitness (error) so far by any particle.

For the swarm to find a solution, each particle starts with random values (i.e., at a random
location in the n-dimensional space). After the evaluation of the particle based on its
performance on the training cases, we check to see if this a new Pbest, and if it a new Gbest.
If this is the new gbest, the rest of the remaining particles are likely to move in this
direction. In nature, animals move in search of food and water. Likewise, in PSO, each
particle of the swarm moves to a new location before the start of each time step. A particle’s
movement is enabled by adjusting its velocity vector, which results in a change of position.
The formula for computing the velocity vector follow, and are taken from [3] [1].
Changing the velocity enables the particle to explore a new set of values. To
calculate the new velocity of the particle:
𝑉𝑝𝑡+1 = 𝑉𝑝𝑡 + 𝑐1 𝑟1 (𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑡 − 𝑤𝑝𝑡 ) + 𝑐2 𝑟2 (𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑡 − 𝑤𝑝𝑡 )
Where
𝑉𝑝𝑡+1 - is the next generation velocity,
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𝑉𝑝𝑡 – is the present generation velocity,
c1 and c2 are tunable coefficients, and
r1 and r2 are two random numbers between 0 and 1.
Once a new velocity is determined, values of the particle adjust with the below formula:
𝑤𝑝𝑡+1 = 𝑤𝑝𝑡 + 𝑉𝑝𝑡+1
Where 𝑤𝑝𝑡+1 – is the new position of particle and
𝑤𝑝𝑡 is the current position of particle.
At the new position of a particle, the success rate determines if this will be the new global
best of the swarm or a single particle’s previous best-known solution:
𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑡+1 = 𝑤𝑝𝑡

𝑖𝑓 𝑓(𝑤𝑝𝑡+1 ) < 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑡

Global best
𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑡+1 = 𝑤𝑝𝑡

𝑖𝑓 𝑓(𝑤𝑝𝑡 ) < 𝑓(𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑝𝑡 )

Using the above equations and proposed algorithm in C from Dr. Scott Gordon [1], a
custom hardware accelerator is implemented in the following steps:
1. Initialize the particles with the required number of weights for a given NN and
initialize with random weights
2. Evaluate all particles’ fitness based on the difference between the expected and real
output on the training cases
3. Compare each particle’s previous best fitness (Pbest) to its current fitness
4. Compare current Gbest fitness to each particles’ fitness
5. Update the velocity vector of each particle
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6. Update each current particle’s position using the newly calculated velocity
7. Return to step 2 and increment the time variable by “1.” Repeat until the number
of iterations is equal to the stopping condition
1.4 Application of Neural Networks: the “Beam Problem”
In 1999, civil engineers Hung and Jan investigated the application of neural
networks to concrete and steel beam designs [12-14]. The problem is to estimate the
strength of a steel beam based on various factors, length and thickness, which is
exceedingly difficult and time-consuming to calculate by hand. Hence, a neural network is
useful for categorizing good versus bad steel beams. The problem “trains the network to
compute the minimum weight steel beam for a given loading condition” [2]. The problem
has four inputs (A,B,C,D) and one output (X) for each of the ten training cases and six test
cases.
1.5 Project Objectives
This project solves the “Beam Problem” via the hardware design of a scalable
Neural Network (NN) and training of the NN through Particle Swarm Optimization
algorithm to classify steel beams. The project highlights the ability of the hardware to
change the number of neurons in the hidden layer of the Neural Network, making it
scalable while minimizing the hardware resources required to synthesize the design to
hardware. The NN can also target similar problems with four inputs and one output, such
as 4 to 2 digital encoder and decoders.
The following two chapters describe the materials and methods used in this project,
beginning with a proof of concept of the PSO and the hardware design to make a standalone
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implementation on hardware (Chapter 2). Chapter 3 provides details on design of the NN
and a methodology to change the number of hidden layer neurons. Chapter 4 covers the
simulation results of the proposed design, along with synthesizable stimuli, showing proof
of functional verification in the simulation. Additionally, Chapter 4 details the synthesis of
the RTL to FPGA, the challenges faced, and the steps taken to overcome these challenges
and achieve an entirely synthesized design. The final chapter (Chapter 5) shows the
success of the project and hardware design.
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Chapter 2
PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION IN HARDWARE
2.1 Sine Bowl
The hardware implementation of PSO draws its ideas from a C code
implementation provided by Dr. Scott Gordon (see section 1.3) [1] and follows a similar
approach. Before the PSO is used to train a neural network, understanding its behavior on
simple problems provide a proof of concept of the hardware design.
To establish a base line or a proof of concept, either a well-known example or a
imple function with an easily calculated result is tested in hardware. Preliminary studies
developed a simple hardware design of the PSO to understand its capabilities. The
hardware PSO determines the location of the global minimum for the mathematical
function (Sine Bowl) below.
𝑓(𝑥) = 0.1 [𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑥) − sin(𝑥)]
The Sine Bowl is plotted between [-60, 60] (Figure 4) on the X-axis, with the
corresponding results on Y-axis. The name of the function comes from the orientation of
the graph, which looks like a bowl. The intermediate spikes create local minima and so it
is a good function to test the ability of PSO to detect the location of the global minimum
of the function.
The location of the global minimum is close to but not exactly zero (Figure 4). Each
Particle in this PSO has one dimension that is one value on the x-axis. After initialization,
the swarm of particles are free to discover the best location to determine the global
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minimum of the function. For the hardware implementation, it follows the same
microarchitecture described later in the project to solve the Beam Problem.

Figure 4. Sine Bowl in 1 Dimension
2.2 Sine Bowl Results
For a proof of concept to be valid, the algorithm of PSO in hardware should provide
similar results to the C PSO program [1]. The results in Table 2 suggest that such a
methodology is feasible in hardware. Now the hardware PSO is ready to the train the Neural
Network. However, the Sine Bowl is unidimensional, and the solution to the given problem
is a single value. The design for hardware PSO to train a NN changes slightly to
accommodate a multidimensional function, and the use of multiple particles.
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Hardware design C program Error percentage
20

10

N/A

Initial particles values range

(3800:62000)

[-60, 60]

N/A

Global minimum location

1.478748329

1.472

0.45%

991

50

N/A

Swarm Size

Generation Count

Table 2. Sine Bowl Results
2.3 Top Level Hardware Design
The robust feature of a population-based algorithm is the ability to have multiple
particles search for the optimal solution. This implies that the hardware needs to support
multiple particles of several potential sizes, which change based on the size of the NN.
Parameters are used to set the size of the swarm, number of dimensions (values) required
by the function (NN), velocity, learning coefficient, and size of hidden layer in the neural
network. This methodology creates the top-level design with inputs including the system
clock, reset signal, and 10 essential hardware segments grouped into five major modules:
storage, random number generator, clocking block, fitness evaluation controller (also
called the NN Swarm Controller) , and PSO algorithm (Figure 5). Inputs to the top level
are a 125MHz system clock and a reset. The internal clock generates from the clocking
block.
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Figure 5. Top Down view of Design
Figure 6 shows the design hierarchy of PSO modules in blue and leaf cells
(IP/primitive blocks) in green. The rest of the remaining sub-modules shown in level three
are self-contained as part of four major blocks described above.

Figure 6. Design Hierarchy of PSO
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Following are the high-level functional descriptions of the different sub-blocks with
the instance names given in parentheses:
1. Generation (PSO Top):
The time component of the PSO algorithm and current iteration. Generation dictates
how many new locations the particle searches before stopping. In this design, the PSO
algorithm will stop on meeting the iteration count limit.
2. Gbest (PSO Top):
Global best or GBest is the solution to the Beam problem (or any other problem the
swarm is working to solve). These are the set of connection weights corresponding to
the lowest error, which is updated upon discovery of a new best so far in an iteration
of the swarm.
3. Random Number Generator (Rnd_gen):
A synthesizable module for generating pseudo-random numbers. These numbers
initialize the swarm, and also provide the two random numbers 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 used in
determining the velocity of the particle.
4. Particle storage (Storage) - Storage for all particles and their corresponding attributes:
a. Values: The weights (W) corresponding to neurons in the hidden and output
layers of the Neural Networks comprising all the particles.
b. Evaluation (Fitness): Results of the success rate of training a neural network
for each particle in the swarm.
c. Pbest: Each particle’s previous best-known location values (weights) that
resulted in lowest fitness seen so far for that particle.
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d. Velocity: Particle’s rate of displacement to determine its next position.
e. Pbest evaluation: Each particle’s lowest fitness value seen so far by that particle
until the present generation.
5. Fitness function (Swarm):
Error estimating function for the NN training, where ‘i’ is the current training
case.
𝑛

𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = ∑(𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑖 − 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑖 )2
𝑖=1

Lowest fitness implies that the corresponding set of weights resulted in a
successfully trained neural network.
6. Floating point calculations (Swarm, PSO_algo):
All data is 32 bits wide and follows the industry standard of IEEE 754 floating point
single precision. All floating-point operations occur using pre-existing FP library in
Vivado with variable output latency. Each FP library utilizes DSP primitive blocks on
FPGA.
7. Neural Network (Swarm):
A topology of a NN consists of neurons in the input layer, hidden layer, and the
output layer designated as 𝑁𝑖 , 𝑁ℎ , 𝑁𝑜 respectively. Except for the output layer, all
layers have a bias node with no inputs to these neurons. Hence, these are excluded from
𝑁𝑖 , 𝑁ℎ , 𝑁𝑜 . Therefore, the total number of weights are
𝑊 = (𝑁𝑖 + 1) ∗ 𝑁ℎ + (𝑁ℎ + 1) ∗ 𝑁𝑜
8. Training data (Swarm):
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As a part of supervised learning, these are a set of inputs and outputs to allow the
neural network to learn.
9. Swarm computations (Swarm):
This module consists of all necessary hardware and storage to compute fitness for
two attributes of each particle: Pbest and Value.
2.4 Microarchitecture
Successful implementation of two major blocks, the PSO and the NN, requires
foresight of design problems to produce expected results. This was assisted by using the
knowledge gained from the prior implementation of Sine Bowl. This project uses a loadstore architecture. Each particle loads from main memory, is computed, and is written back
to main memory. The main memory consists of multiple particles and all their attributes.
All particle information is stored in pre-made blocks called BRAMs. This provides a more
straightforward implementation on FPGA fabric and further develops the ideology of using
significant blocks such as double dynamic random access DDRAM, external IO, and SD
Card.
Figure 7 illustrates the topology of particles and their attributes. All BRAMs are
split into pages, and each page holds one particle. The sub-block on each page illustrates
the size of each particle depending on the number of neurons in the NN. Red color identifies
these as the solution to the given problem and the corresponding fitness. Green shows the
global best seen by the swarm until the current generation. Violet shows velocity or the
displacement of the particle for the next generation. Blue color shows the previous bestknown or Pbest location and its corresponding fitness for a given particle.
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All particles and their attributes utilize 2048 locations of BRAM with 32 bits wide
of the address. Therefore, any number of particles and their dimensions in the swarm can
occupy these addresses. For example, there are eight particles, each particle with 30
dimensions, and the resultant depth of the block ram is 240. Changes in particle size or
dimension will re-adjust the depth during initialization. BRAM has delimiters or mile
markers using the size of the dimension. After counting one set of the dimension, this will
correspond to one particle. Hence, the first particle will occupy memory spaces between 030 and next particle occupies from 31-60, et cetera.

Figure 7. The PSO Main memory
Data is continuously moving through Block RAMs. Therefore, robust control logic
is necessary to prevent data from overwriting or reading the wrong set of information. The
flow of control within PSO and NN originate from a top-level state machine directed to
lower level state machines to follow a similar path of fetch, execute, analyze and write back
(Figure 8). The top-level state machine controls the data flow in and out of block RAMS
and indicates to a lower level when data is ready for processing. The Swarm Controller
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shows scalability by adding more NN’s for parallelism to compute additional particles
within the same time step. However, this project only has two instances of the NN as a
proof of concept.

Figure 8. State Machine of the PSO and the NN control flow
2.5 PSO Datapath
There are six blocks in total, divided based on their functionality into storage and
computation blocks. This separates the storage from computation to achieve a design that
allows modification of each without affecting the others. PSO consists of a swarm of
particles, where each particle represents the set of weights required to express all
connections in a neural network. Training of a neural network is successful when the NN
predicts the correct output for each training case.
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RAM blocks are responsible for creating the necessary storage for each instance of
particles and their attributes Pbest, Gbest, Value, Value fitness, Pbest fitness, training data,
neural network output storage and local storage of single instance of weights in the swarm.
All data flow is 32-bit wide and controlled through Mealy state machines, with
synchronous output for data lines and control signals. The state machine keeps track of the
PSO algorithm’s data flow and wakes up smaller state machines as needed (Figure 9). Each
block has smaller state machines to keep track of execution and writes data back to the
main storage.
Blocks denoted with “0” and colored in the red store all of a particle’s instances
and attributes. The Swarm denoted with number “2” has two inputs, Value attribute and
Pbest attributes of each particle denoted with “0”. The Swarm computes the result of two
attributes of each particle -Value and Pbest - within the same period. Inside the Swarm,
training data and other necessary controls such as the state machine computes the final
fitness of each attribute. The data lines from 2 to 3 show the flow of success/error rate for
one instance of the particle in all given training cases and writes to the main memory called
Value Fitness. Data lines from 2 to 4 repeat the process between blocks 2 to 3 to evaluate
Pbest fitness. Block “5” computes Swarm’s Global best, each particle instance’s previous
best, and the velocity to move the particle to a new location in n-dimensional space. The
inputs to this block are from the following block numbers: 0,3,4,6.
The blue lines indicate the new set of values written back to central storage. Global
best is a subset of the particle storage that holds the best-known solution seen by the Swarm
so far. When the Swarm Controller detects a new global lowest fitness, the state machine
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writes those set of weights into the Gbest block denoted with “6”. The green line asserts
on finding a new lowest fitness for a given instance of a particle in the swarm in comparison
to its previous lowest fitness in previous generations. This trigger results in swapping
weights from Particle’s Value attribute to Particle’s Pbest Value attribute.

Figure 9. PSO Datapath
2.6 Main Memory Controller
This controller is part of the top-level design responsible for keeping track of the
PSO algorithm and activating lower-level state machines. The control passes over to
compute and analyze information as the PSO algorithm progresses. This Mealy controller
has 34 states, controlling data flow in and out of main memory. All states are subcategorized based on functionality (Table 3).
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State

State Names

0

INITIALIZE

1

GENERATE_POPULAITON_INIT

2-7

READ_RAM_INIT,
READ_RAM_1CYCLE,
READ_RAM_DONE,
SWARM_CHECK,
EVALUATE_FITNESS_SWARM,
EVALUATE_RESET_COUNTER

8-15

EVALUATE_GBEST_READ_RESET,
EVALUATE_GBEST_READ_INIT,
EVALUATE_GBEST_READ_WAIT,
EVALUATE_GBEST_READ,
GBEST_WRITE_BACK_VALUE_OFFSET,
GBEST_WRITE_BACK_VALUE_READ_WAIT,
GBEST_WRITE_BACK_VALUE_READ,
GBEST_WRITE_BACK_VALUE_READ_WRITE,

PSO algorithm
Initialize after global
reset
Initialize all memory
locations with pseudorandom numbers.
Fetch each particle,
compute the fitness and
write back to main
memory.
Activates the Swarm
Controller state
machine to evaluate
current particle’s
fitness
Activates the PSO
equation controller to
evaluate the new Gbest
of the Swarm. If there
is a new Gbest, write
the particle contents to
Gbest in Main Memory

EVALUATE_PBEST_RESET,
EVALUATE_PBEST_READ_INIT,
EVALUATE_PBEST_READ_WAIT,
EVALUATE_PBEST_READ,
16-24 PBEST_WRITE_BACK_VALUE_OFFSET,
PBEST_WRITE_BACK_VALUE_READ_WAIT,
PBEST_WRITE_BACK_VALUE_READ,
PBEST_WRITE_BACK_VALUE_READ_WRITE,
EVALUATE_PBEST_SWARM_CHECK,

Activates the PSO
equation to compare
the current particle’s
fitness to its previous
best-known fitness.
If there is a new best
fitness, then write new
values into Pbest
memory indexes for
that particle.

UPDATE_V_P_REST.
UPDATE_V_P,
UPDATE_V_P_READ_RAM_WAIT,
25-31 UPDATE_V_P_READ_RAM,
UPDATE_V_P_READ_RAM_SWARM,
UPDATE_V_P_WRITE_BACK,
UPDATE_V_P_WRITE_BACK_WAIT

Activate PSO equations
to update the current
particle’s dimension
and write to the new
velocity and value of a
particle’s dimension

25

32

FINAL_RESULT

Increment generation
by 1 and start the PSO
algorithm again

33

NEW_GENERATION

Reset counter registers
for a new generation

Table 3. Main Memory State Controller
2.6.1 STATES 0-7
The main memory controller initiates PSO from state 0 by initializing the swarm,
based on the user input parameters and values of each particle using the random number
generator. After initialization, the controller initiates fitness evaluation by activating the
Swarm Controller. The index control present in the main memory controller fetches each
particle sequentially from the main memory, using the path described in Figure 10, and
accounting for the delay of reads on the BRAM. This repeats until one particle’s complete
set of dimensions transmits to the Swarm Controller. After complete transmission, the
controller retrieves the final fitness from the Swarm Controller to write back into main
memory and subsequently repeats the process to evaluate the next particle. If the current
generation is the first after initialization, then evaluation of Pbest is not necessary, as the
particles will be the same due to the method of initialization. The following registers count
and keep track of memory locations. The counters design is without a feedback loop to
ensure successful synthesis of RTL:
1. Write_addr_int is 11 bits:
A counter register to initialize all particle’s initial values in the main memory.
Identical initialization of each particle’s value and Pbest. All particle’s velocity
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is set to zero. The Gbest is the value of the particle that occupies the 0th position
in the swarm.
2. Read_addr_value_int is 11 bits:
Counter for each instance of the particle to read all dimensions and transmit to
the Swarm Controller.
3. Particle_counts is 11 bits:
Keeps track of the number of particles in a swarm
4. Generation is 31 bits:
The time component of PSO and number of iterations through which the swarm
will loop to find the global minimum.
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Figure 10. Main Memory controller States 0-7

2.6.2 States 8-15
The main controller moves to these states when all particles fitness evaluations are
complete. These states are responsible for evaluating the Gbest fitness of the swarm. The
states follow the same topology of reading from the main memory of value fitness and
passing to the PSO algorithm module. In the first generation, Gbest of the swarm is the
fitness at location 0. This passes as the global fitness to the PSO algorithm where it is
compared to fitness values of other particles to evaluate the new Gbest. The new Gbest
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remains inside the PSO algorithm. Only the final location at which the new global best
exists passes back to the main controller. Using the base offset from the PSO algorithm
module, the correct index location is calculated using the following formula to shift to the
right location before copying.
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 𝑃𝑆𝑂 𝐴𝑙𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑚𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 ∗ 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

2.6.2 States 16-24
After evaluating the Gbest of the swarm, the main controller moves to evaluating
Pbest of each particle. It follows similar methodology to that of Gbest, but when a particle’s
new Pbest fitness is found, the values swap instantaneously before passing the next fitness
to PSO algorithm.

2.6.3 States 25-31
After evaluation of Gbest and Pbest of all particles, the main controller determines
the particles’ new position for the next generation. The main memory controller passes old
velocity into PSO algorithm module along with other attributes of the current particle like
Pbest value, Gbest, random numbers and current position, in order to calculate new
velocity. PSO algorithm returns the new velocity and new position.
2.6.4 States 32, 33
After new values for all velocities return from PSO algorithm, the main controller
writes them back into the main memory, resets the counters and starts the loop again.
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2.7 Velocity, Pbest, Gbest update
The main controller progresses to the next steps of evaluating the Global best, the
particle best, velocity for all the particles in the current generation. This block processes
the incoming fitness to evaluate the global best and each particles’ best fitness. It also
evaluates the new velocity and position of all particles using the PSO velocity formula and
following the algorithm steps mentioned in section 1.3.
2.8 Random Number Generator
Random numbers initialize the swarm and are used when calculating the velocity
of each particle. Therefore, the random numbers are a crucial block to Particle Swarm
Optimization and a synthesizable random number generator is needed. A real random
number generator uses noise, but that increases the complexity. Alternatively, a random
number generator designed with linear feedback shift registers (LFSR) can be used to
generate a pseudo-random number, thereby reducing complexity.
A pseudo-random number generator is designed and implemented using a 16-bit
linear feedback shift registers with tap points on bits 15, 13, 12, and 10 into an XOR gate
and feed into bit 0 of the 16 bit LFSR. LFSR works by shifting the bits to the right on each
clock cycle. This design utilizes the idea presented by Babitha, Thushara, and M. P.
Dechakka [7].
The pseudo-random number generator works with a non-zero seed. On every clock
cycle after reset, the LFSR generates a random number. Bits continue to cycle through the
LFSR, causing random numbers to roll over and start again from the seed. Figure 11 shows
an implementation:
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Figure 11. Random Number Generator using LFSR
2.9 The Swarm Controller
The Swarm Controller computes the fitness for each particle. This module is
responsible for copying two attributes of the current particle’s set of weights and Pbest
weights from the main storage to the local BRAMs (Figure 12). The Swarm Controller
controls the following: Pbest neural network, value neural network, feeding inputs from
training cases and capturing outputs. Index control ensures the correct correlation between
training cases and their corresponding outputs. There are two instances of the neural
networks inside the Swarm Controller to enable parallelization. In this project, the
parallelization is to compute two attributes - Pbest and current fitness of a single particle
within the same time step. The Swarm Controller evaluates the success rate by comparing
the expected output from training data to the actual output of the NN. This repeats for all
training cases. Fitness evaluation for a single particle is calculated using this formula for
all training cases:
∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑖 − 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑖 )2
Where i is the training case.
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Figure 12. The Swarm Controller Controlling the NN

2.10 Parameters
Each of the blocks in the implementation except for random number generator use
parameters (Table 4). These are constants set at the time of compiling. As the parameters
change, they create a subset of maximum allowable resources. Parameters set the
following:
1. Number of particles in the swarm
2. Number of dimnesion for each particle
3. The number of hidden layer neurons.
4. Maximum allowable velocity
5. Tunable coefficients C1, C2 in the PSO
This approach of using global parameters gives a two-fold advantage. First, it allows for
modification of hardware without redesigning. Second, due to the level of complexity
involved in training a neural network using a population-based learning algorithm, they
help to reduce the size of the swarm and, in turn, reduce the time to simulate. Simulating
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with a more significant swarm puts a limitation on computing resources; therefore, a
smaller swarm allows for easier debugging. The parameter can then change when the
design deploys on hardware.
Attribute
PSO
Algorithm
PSO
Algorithm

PSO
Algorithm

PSO
Algorithm

PSO
Algorithm

Neural
Network

Neural
Network
Neural
Network
PSO
Velocity
PSO
Velocity

Parameter Name

Description
Value
Number of particles
PARTICLE_SIZE
18
in the system
Number of weights
for the neural
PARTICLE_DIMENSION
25
network and each
particle size
Maximum allowed
velocity the particle
MAX_VELOCITY_POS
+2
can travel in
positive direction
Maximum allowed
velocity the particle
MAX_VELOCITY_NEG
-2
can travel in the
negative direction
Number of iteration
the swarm will loop
MAX_GENERATIONS
200
through before
stopping
Number of hidden
layer neurons in the
HIDDEN_LAYER_NEURONS
given system, Note:
4
To be inlined with
Number of weights
Decimal value of
FLOATING_POINT_CONST_1
“1” represented in
32'h3f800000
IEEE 754 FP
Decimal Value of
FLOATING_POINT_CONST_0_5 “0.5” represented in 32'h3f000000
IEEE 754 FP
Acceleration
C1_CONSTANT
coefficients for
32'h40000000
velocity update
Acceleration
C2_CONSTANT
coefficients for
32'h40000000
velocity update
Table 4. Parameters that enable Scaling of PSO and the NN
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This topology designs the PSO with necessary control and storage for evaluating
multi-dimensional functions like the NN and allowing easy scaling of the PSO algorithm.
The Neural Network structure and its design are covered in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
THE NEURAL NETWORK IN HARDWARE
3.1 Neural Network Design Overview
Every neural network used in this project consists of three layers: the input, hidden
and an output layer. Hidden and input layers have a high divergence compared to the output
layer. The hidden layer propagates to the output layer to compute the final output of the
NN. This project highlights the design of a feedforward neural network, in which all
neurons from the previous layer to the next layer are connected in a feedforward topology.
Each layer consists of a unique neuron that serves the purpose of that layer (Figure 13):

Figure 13. NN topology for Beam Problem
The functionality of neurons can be divided into two main blocks, accumulate and
activate to generate an output. The first phase is the accumulation, in which the neuron will
gather the product of inputs and its weights while summing the product result of all
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incoming connections. The accumulated result feeds into the activation function to
generate the output of the neuron. The sigmoid function of a neuron is visible in hidden
and output layers, while the input layer is responsible for propagating the training cases as
connections to hidden layer neurons. The input layer is dependent on the training data.
Hence, it is fixed for a given problem. The core of the design is the pipelined floating-point
IP units that enable synthesis of the neural network and the activation function. In this
design, BRAMs are the primary storage elements.
A successful neural network is capable of processing new nonlinear data correctly.
To achieve this behavior, the NN first needs to be trained with training data. During the
training phase, the weights of the neural network adjust until all of the training cases result
in a satisfactory output. After training, the neural network works on other testing cases.
These new cases show how well the trained NN can classify the new data or determine the
percentage of generalization.
3.1.1 Input Layer
This layer comprises inputs that are stored in block RAMs. Designing a fully
synthesizable NN, “.coe” file type (Appendix B) enables pre-loading all training data into
block RAM [18]. In this beam problem, there are four inputs; therefore, there are four block
RAMs. All input data is stored in contiguous blocks of one input column set per block.
This allows feeding the NN with four inputs in a single cycle.
3.1.2 Hidden Layer
All connections to neurons in hidden layers have corresponding weights. Each
particle represents these connections. During each particle’s fitness evaluation, a local copy
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of all weights moves into the Swarm Controller. Inside the Swarm Controller, a block RAM
of size 1024 locations (32 bits wide) holds a single particle’s weights until final fitness
evaluation. The size of a single set of weights is directly proportional to the number of
hidden layer neurons. Adding a new neuron increases the weights count by 5, as there are
4 inputs and 1 bias node on the input layer.
3.1.3 Output Layer
In this layer, the NN evaluates the final output from the incoming outputs of hidden
layer connections. The number of neurons in this layer depends on the given problem. For
the Beam problem there is one output; hence, only one neuron is present.
The output of this neuron writes back to the local storage block within the Swarm
Controller.
3.1.4 Neuron Design
The fundamental building block of a neural network is the neuron. As mentioned
earlier there are mathematical models and activation functions to emulate the behavior of
a biological neuron. The neurons in this project have a sigmoid function as the activation
function. For a hardware implementation, the sigmoid function can be extremely
complicated to implement, and there is a need for a new approximation. The following
function approximates the sigmoid function [8]:
𝑓𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 (𝑥) =

1
𝑥
∗(
+ 1)
2 (|𝑥| + 1)

where x is the accumulation of the weights and inputs. 𝑥 = ∑ 𝐼𝑖 ∗ 𝑤𝑖
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Results from MATLAB (Figure 14) shows that the approximation (red line) is valid
between 0.1 and 0.9 values on the y-value and, hence, is a viable function for
implementation in hardware. The true sigmoid and sigmoid approximation plot over a
range of -500 to 500 with an interval of 0.1 using MATLAB to understand the extent of
the function. As the neuron processes incoming connections, each of its outputs lies on the
activation function, creating asymptotes at 1 or 0. During training, the expected output
needs to be within the bounds of this function. For the Beam Problem, all desired outputs
are between 0 and 1. Hence no further scaling is necessary, thereby reducing complexity.
The horizontal graph range indicates that the function is capable of handling large weights

Figure 14. True Sigmoid vs. approximation of Sigmoid [17]
This above formula of 𝑓𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥 (𝑥) can be implemented in 5 states for each neuron
developed with a state machines described later in this chapter. This model of a neuron is
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valid for the hidden and output layers while the neurons on the input layer are a pure passthrough of inputs.
The following FP blocks describe generation output through the sigmoid function.
The approximation of the sigmoid function is split into five stages using the FP blocks
described below:
1

𝑥

𝑓𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛 (𝑥) = 2 ∗ ((|𝑥|+1) + 1) Where 𝑥 = ∑𝑖=5
𝑖=1 𝑊𝑖 ∗ 𝐼𝑖
1. FP 0 – Hidden layer Multiplier:
Captures the incoming weight and inputs to produce a product of the two inputs
𝑊𝑖 ∗ 𝐼𝑖
2. FP 1 – Hidden layer Accumulator:
Accumulates the output of the multiplier for five outputs and generates the sum
and buffers to “hidden layer input sum” buffer before resetting and collecting
again
𝑖=5

∑ 𝑊𝑖 ∗ 𝐼𝑖
𝑖=1

3. FP 2- Adder:
The output of the sum is fed into the common stages between two buffers
“hidden layer input sum” and “hidden layer neuron output sum” to compute the
next stages of the sigmoid function. “B” port input to this unit is always “1,” as
the following computations display here:
i. 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 1: (|𝑠𝑢𝑚| + 1)
𝑠𝑢𝑚

ii. 𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 2: ((|𝑠𝑢𝑚|+1) + 1
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4. FP -3 Divider:
Output from FP -2 along with the buffered result from “hidden layer input sum,”
to compute the following and feed the adder FP -2,
𝑠𝑢𝑚
(|𝑠𝑢𝑚| + 1)
5. FP – 4 Multiplier:
The output of adder from case-2, FP-2 feeds into a multiplier for the final output
of the neuron
𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 =

1
𝑥
∗(
+ 1)
2 (|𝑥| + 1)

Typical neurons possess numerous parallel, incoming connections. In hardware,
this implies dedicated data lines for each connection, along with their corresponding
weights (Figure 15). For example the neuron below will need ten, 32-bit lines. As the
number of neurons grow, the number of incoming connections increases, making it harder
to drive, control, and synchronize all incoming connections.

Figure 15. Typical Neuron Connections
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3.2 Design Guidelines
Let us assume that for a given neural network there are five hidden neurons and one
output layer neuron, a total of 6 neurons. Also, assume all of these neurons are hardcoded
with specific pre-allocated resources and blocks in hardware. From Table 5, the total
number of DSP blocks required to compute a single neuron’s output through an
approximation of sigmoid function are 9 DSP macroblocks. Therefore, to compute outputs
for all neurons, the design needs 54 DSP blocks.
Operation

Number of DSP blocks used

Input and weights – Multiplier

2

Accumulator

5

Adder

2

Divider

None (logic only)

Final Multiplier

2

Total DSP blocks for one Neuron 9
Table 5. Number of DSP Blocks for Sigmoid Function
Given that training algorithm is population-based, the efficiency of the learning algorithm
depends on removing the bottleneck of computing fitness of each particle. This project
explores the option of deploying a total of 2 NN in the fabric. To hardcode the hardware
resources for each neuron, the total number of DSP blocks is now 108 blocks to synthesize
two Neural Networks. Additional DSP blocks are necessary to compute the fitness and
velocity calculations.
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One disadvantage of this is the added complexity at all levels of execution, starting
with simulation, synthesis, and place and route. Complexity can be reduced by minimizing
the number of blocks. However, the pre-allocation of DSP blocks is a fixed datapath for
the Neural Network. The datapath would have to be re-synchronized and changed as the
number of neurons change. Hence, there is a need for a new methodology in designing the
micro-architecture of the neural network.
The number of inputs coming into a neuron can vary depending on the number of
nodes in the previous layer. In this project, the nodes in the hidden layer have 5 inputs
because the Beam Problem has 4, plus the bias node – but the number of inputs to the
output neuron depend on the specified number of nodes in the hidden layer. To facilitate a
consistent and simple neuron design, this project introduced an approach dubbed “Scalable
Neuron”, in which the first phase of neuron computation is the product of only a single
value and weight. This simple product is applied repeatedly for each incoming
value/weight pair to construct the complete weighted sum. This Scalable Neuron approach
simplifies the neuron architecture to requiring only two connections, as shown in figure 16.

Figure 16. Scalable Neuron
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The advantage of this optimization is the reduction of incoming connections and a
more natural synchronization. All data flowing through the neuron is processed
sequentially through the 5 stages of the sigmoid function. This creates a pipeline in which
the inputs accumulate the weighted sum and pass to the later stages until all hidden layer
neurons have produced outputs.
Each change of inputs and weights feeds into the neuron pipeline as a set to
calculate the output of the neuron. The neurons activate on each new incoming weight and
capture the right training case input based on their current state described in section3.4.
This does not affect the functionality of the circuit, because in the typical model all
connections are loaded and processed simultaneously. In the new proposed model, only
one set weights and input are processed. The state machine is designed such that the number
of incoming sets match the number of incoming parallel connections to all neurons in the
hidden layer.
3.3 NN Datapath
Figure 17 and Figure 18 combine to create the full datapath of the NN, with five
stages per neuron. The approximation dictates the number of stages (See Subsection 3.1.4).
The datapath follows similar principles. Black lines (Figure 17) indicate the datapath
through neurons in hidden layers, and orange lines (Figure 18) indicate the datapath
through a neuron in the output layer. The blue line displays the final output of the neural
network. Since the neuron spends the majority of the time in accumulating the incoming
connections, the IP blocks between the two buffers are idle until the accumulated sum is
ready. Reusing these blocks to compute the output for a neuron in the hidden layer and the
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output layer reduces the number of IP blocks required. The Hidden layer stalls when the
neural network generates the output from the block labeled “FP 1 output accumulator”.
Using this topology allows scaling of hidden layer neurons. The global parameters
described in Table 4 increase or decrease the number of hidden layer neurons. In this
project, control of the NN is through a Mealy state machine with the states listed in Table
6. Fetching the right inputs and weights is the responsibility of the fitness evaluation
controller. Once data have arrived at input ports, the internal state machine feeds them into
the FP IP blocks. Figure 19 shows the pipeline dataflow through the NN topology. The
horizontal axis shows incoming weights into the neural network. The vertical axis shows
the current FP block. Each block in the grid has a notation to indicate the current processing
neuron in the hidden layer. For example, the first row shows multiplication of inputs and
weights of the first neuron in the hidden layer with the following notation:
𝐻𝑁 − 𝑋 − 𝐼𝑌
where X is the Hidden neuron number and Y indicates training inputs cases of the Beam
Problem.
The second row is an accumulation of output of multiplication done in the first row,
For representation and viewing, each accumulation is hidden, so only the final output is
visible:
𝐻𝑁 − 𝑋 − 𝐴𝐶𝑌
where X and Y are the hidden layer neuron number.
Further blocks also follow similar notation to indicate the current processing
neuron and operation with the following:
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1. ‘AD’ stands for the adder
2. ‘Div’ stands for the division
3. ‘Out’ stands for the output of the final multiplication

3.3.1 NN Hidden layer Scaling
In the following example of four hidden neurons and one output neuron, then the
total

number

of

weights

to

represent

the

entire

system

are

as

follows:

ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟4 𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 = 𝑁𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠 ∗ ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠
= 5 ∗ 4 = 20 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠
In the case of the output layer
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠 = 𝑁𝑜 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 ∗ 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠
= 4 + 1(𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒) ∗ 1 = 5
A total number of 25 weights represent the neural network. If the design needs more
neurons, only the number of hidden layer weights increase. The scaling of the hidden layer
neurons is automatic, because the datapath of the NN is a function of weights. More
weights lead to greater iterations of the state machine, in turn increasing the number of
neurons.
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Figure 17. Data path inside

Figure 18. Datapath inside NN for

NN for hidden layer neurons

Output Layer neuron
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Figure 19. Data through the NN pipeline
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3.4 Control logic for the NN
A Mealy state machine controls each neural network. There are a total of 8 states
to compute the output of the input training cases. In Figure 19, the architecture of the NN
forms a sort of a “pipeline”, in which the computations aren’t entirely serial, but rather
overlap to a great extent. This pipeline of the NN shows various Floating Point blocks
processing data from the previous stage. All the blocks have signals to indicate input data
ready and output-ready signals to indicate the result is ready for next stage. The horizontal
axis is the incoming weights, and the vertical axis is the FP units. The Swarm Controller
reads each new weight and passes it into the pipe.
Weights feed in linearly, but training inputs are multiplexed on each new weight.
The state diagram (Figure 20) shows the high-level functioning of the neural network.
States labeled “Fetch Hidden Input 1-5” are input stages to the NN pipeline. Each loop
represents all inputs pairs connected to a single hidden layer neuron (Figure 15). As the
loops increase, the number of hidden layer neurons increase. Therefore, to increase the
hidden layer neurons, the designer needs to increase the number of weights.
The fitness evaluation controller sends weights one per iteration and generates a
pulse to trigger the start and transition of the NN state machine. Internal pulse prevent
overlap and false triggering of FP blocks or any computations. A detailed description and
outputs of each state are as follows:
1. INITIALIZE
a. The NN initializes to a known state
2. FETCH_HDDN_NEURON
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a. Waits for incoming weights to start
b. Indicate if the NN is ready for processing another particle’s weights
3. FETCH_HDDN_INPUT1_N
a. Fetch first set of training input and weights
b. Assert the incoming of last product to result in finding the total sum of the
product of 5 incoming connections. This is valid input to accumulator when
multiplier output is valid, and load_neuron_nxt is valid and when the next
state and current are both “FETCH_HDDN_INPUT1_N.”
c. Activates the adder block based on the following combination logic
(𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑_𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑢𝑜𝑛) | ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛_𝑛𝑛1_𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡_𝑎𝑐𝑐_𝑡𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑) |
ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛_𝑛𝑛1_𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡_𝑎𝑐𝑐_𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡
& (ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑛_𝑛𝑛1_𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡_𝑎𝑐𝑐_𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 | 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑_𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑢𝑜𝑛_𝑛𝑥𝑡)
d. Activates the output layer accumulator; the number of iterations is equal to
the number of hidden layer neurons.
e. De-assert the NN done signal for the Swarm Controller to detect the
completion of one output
f. Drives the NN done signal to zero
4. FETCH_HDDN_INPUT2_N
a. Fetch the second set of training input and weights
b. Start accumulating product from the previous state
c. Compute |x|+1, signals are multiplexed based on which accumulator
generated the result hidden layer or output layer
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d. The output of the adder initiates the division for hidden layer neuron.
e. Reset the accumulation result for the output layer
5. FETCH_HDDN_INPUT3_N
a. Fetch third training input and third weight
b. Accumulate the 2nd product from the previous stage
𝑥

c. Add +1 to the result of the division (|𝑥|+1)
d. If data from the output layer is ready, then compute

𝑥
|𝑥|+ 1

6. FETCH_HDDN_INPUT4_N
a. Fetch fourth training input and fourth weight set
b.

Accumulate the result from the product of the previous state

c. Compute the final output of the neuron from the hidden layer and feed into
the output layer neuron
d. Feed output layer neuron next step data from “d” in the previous state into
𝑥

adder to compute ((|𝑥|+1) + 1)
7. FETCH_HDDN_INPUT5_N
a. Bias node – fifth neuron on the input layer, no inputs
b. Accumulate the previous state product output
c. Count the number of iterations from state 3-7 and store the result
d. If some iteration is equal to the hidden layer neurons, then swap the hidden
layer output to be 1 to convert into a bias node. Otherwise, continue to feed
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the output multiplier with previous neuron output and new weight from
outputs weight BRAM.
e. Accumulate the product of output layer multiplier
8. RESET_NN_START
a. Wait for the valid signal for final output of the NN to be ready
9. RESET_NN
a. Resets the pipeline and to prepare for the next set of incoming weights and
training cases and pass results to Swarm Controller.
State Names
State
0
INITIALIZE
1
FETCH_HDDN_NEURON
2

FETCH_HDDN_INPUT1_N

3

FETCH_HDDN_INPUT2_N

4

FETCH_HDDN_INPUT3_N

5

FETCH_HDDN_INPUT4_N

6

FETCH_HDDN_INPUT5_N

7

RESET_NN_START

8

RESET_NN

NN States
Initialize all registers after global reset
Wait for weight to start coming into the NN
First weights, and First inputs from Beam
Problem
Second weights and Second inputs from Beam
problem
Third weights and a third input from Beam
problem
Fourth weight and fourth input from Beam
problem
Bias node to help with offsetting the curve to
assist with training. Input is always “1” and
fifth weight
Swarm Controller initiates Reset, the NN
detects reset and flushes the pipeline
Complete flushing pipeline and pass output of
the NN to Swarm Controller

Table 6. Neuron's states
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Figure 20. State Machine to control the NN
3.5 Fitness Evaluation Controller
The core of the PSO algorithm is the fitness evaluation of the given function. In
this problem, the function is a neural network. This block takes in a particle and computes
its fitness. To improve the performance of this block, the controller needs to handle more
than one instance of the NN. This module will compute the fitness of two attributes,
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“Value” and “Pbest” for a given particle. This improves the performance by computing
fitness, value fitness, and Pbest fitness, at the same time step.

Figure 21. Ports of Swarm Controller
In Figure 21, the high-level datapaths and ports highlight the flow for computing
fitness. At the start of each particle fitness evaluation, the main controller writes in the
weights of the current particle’s Pbest and value attributes. Two control signals indicate
the start and completion of incoming weights. Two output-ready bits indicate when the
current particle’s value and PBest fitness is ready. The control logic of the Swarm
Controller comes from a Mealy state machine working in conjunction with the higher-level
state machine, which controls the main memory. The following table shows the 21 states
and the responsibilities of each state (Table 7).
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State

State Names

0

INITIALIZE

1

FETCH

2-7

FETCH_INPUTS,
FETCH_WEIGHTS,
BRAM_READ_LATENCY,
FETCH_WEIGHTS_NEXT,
RESET_NEURAL_NETWORK,
FETCH_ANTHR_INPUT_CHECK,

EXECUTE,
VALUE_ERROR,
8-12 VALUE_ERROR_FITNESS,
VALUE_ERROR_FITNESS_NEXT,
VALUE_ERROR_ACCU,
PBEST_ERROR,
PBEST_ERROR_WAIT,
13-17 PBEST_ERROR_FITNESS,
PBEST_ERROR_FITNESS_NXT,
PBEST_ERROR_ACC,
RESULTS,
18-20 RESULTS_WAIT1,
RESULTS_WAIT2,

Swarm Controller
Initialize all registers after global
reset.
Store incoming weights from in local
memory
Compute neural network output for
all training cases and flushing the
neural network after each training
case.
Capture and store the output from the
NN to postprocess and compute
fitness error of pbest and value
attributes.
Compute value fitness using the sumsquared error for each training case
for first the NN.
After computing value fitness, repeats
the same computation for pbest
fitness using the sum squared error
for each training case for the second
neural network.
Capture results from Pbest final
fitness and activates the final 1-bit
valid signals to pass results to Main
Memory.

Table 7. Swarm Controller States
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Figure 22. Swarm Controller - feed the NN weights
Figure 22, shows the Swarm Controller testing the NN with each particle’s set of
weights and all corresponding training cases. On completion of one loop, the controller
looks for a new training case based on the pointer value and INPUTS_DEPTH. Figure 23
shows fitness computation for the value attribute of the particle. This starts with executing
and following the loop until all ten training cases are read out of local output storage.
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Figure 23. Swarm Controller state machine to compute value fitness
This procedure is repeated (Figure 24) to evaluate Pbest fitness. After computing
both fitnesses, the Swarm Controller enables the valid signals for the main controller to
capture the incoming fitness and write to main memory. After writing back the fitness, the
Swarm Controller then enters fetch and waits for incoming data.
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Figure 24. States of Swarm Controller to evaluate Pbest fitness and result
The functioning steps of the controller are as follows:
1. Initialize and wait for main control to feed weights of the current particle into local
storage
2. Copy all weights into the local storage of swarm and copy the last set of weights
for the output neuron, depending on the number of hidden layer neurons. These
weights store into another BRAM called “output weights.” This block RAM
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prevents the pipeline from stalling as the output of the first hidden layer neuron
arrives, after using 5 weights from the local weights.
3. Initiate the neural network for training input set number 1 and feed local weights
into the neural network
4. Write the output to local storage
5. Repeat until all inputs are feed into a neural network
6. Fetch weights of a new particle and repeat steps 2-4 until all particles are computed.
7. Fetch from output storage and compute fitness error using the formula of sum
squared difference between expected and computed outputs
8. Write results back to the main storage fitness
The methodology described for the NN is developed in system Verilog and all state
machines follow the concept of designing them with three blocks: the sequential, the
transition and the output block. The NN along with the Swarm Controller create the
function for the PSO to start finding the minimum error hence training the neural network.
The next chapter provides a simulation of the design to validate the concept and
describe the synthesis of the hardware design.
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Chapter 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Simulation
Before synthesis, it is crucial to verify all blocks and state machines in order to
ensure proper functioning. Testbench for design provides inputs and stimuli to the design
and compares it with the expected results. In this project, the testbench is very simple,
providing only a clock and reset to the design. The clock drives sequential blocks of the
digital hardware, and reset puts the hardware in a known state. The aim is to train the neural
network in hardware. Hence, all stimuli are added as part of the design.
The inputs and outputs for training a neural network are stored in the block RAMs.
The training cases and the PSO algorithm run using these training cases. The functional
test is to observe the improvements in the global best of the NN as time (generations)
progresses. One example of the training cases is listed in Table 8. The topology of the NN
is given in Table 9.
Inputs
Output
.40 .40 .190 .190 .6313
Table 8. Training Data for Beam Problem
Layer
Parameter Details
Inputs Layer 4 (1 bias)
Fixed
Hidden layer 4 (1 bias) Scalable
Output layer
1
Fixed
Table 9. Topology of NN
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The testbench is used to validate the following list of functions:
1. Tracking the size of the swarm and the main memory controller’s ability to
write to the correct fitness locations of the swarm
2. Reading all training cases, and capturing corresponding outputs in NN
3. Compare all particles fitness to Pbest fitness and Gbest fitness.
4. Recording new velocity and updated position and check for the maximum
allowed velocity
5. Comparing hand-calculated and simulated outputs of one neuron
6. Comparing the result of one particle’s fitness to the hand calculation of error
fitness one particle
7. Correcting particle markers detection, reading correct data from all BRAM, and
correctly writing into BRAM
The simulation begins by running the Vivado 2017.4 simulator on Intel i7 processor with
16 GB ram. The Source clock for simulation is 100 MHz. All input and output signals of
every block are on the waveforms. As the simulation begins, each section of algorithms on
the waveform is manually verified to meet the expected behavior. All blocks are observed
to ensure they are working coherently and producing similar results to hand calculations.
The goal of the simulation is to verify the functionality of the RTL.
For the first generation, all output of the NN is at the extreme limits of the sigmoid
function. This is because a pseudo-random number generator provides all of the weights,
which are either extremely large or extremely small. As generations progress, the weights
adjust, resulting in better output closer to expected training values.
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4.2 Simulation of Training
The Initial value of the Gbest is 0.55 at generation 1. After 42 generations later, the
NN starts producing the similar expected outputs and the global best fitness decreases. The
following tables (Table 10, 11) show NN output during training stages and their
corresponding global best fitness values.

Generation

1

10

Gbest

0.5517

0.3868

Expected output

Expected output in BRAM

NN output

NN Output

0.6313

0.631299

0.01778

0.01778

0.363

0.363000

0.01776

0.01776

0.1

0.100000

0.01788

0.01788

0.14

0.140000

0.01778

0.01778

0.1

0.100000

0.0178

0.0178

0.049

0.048990

0.0178

0.0178

0.1

0.100000

0.01776

0.01776

0.0233

0.023299

0.0178

0.0178

0.011

0.010990

0.01779

0.01779

0.159

0.158999

0.01783

0.01783

Table 10. Output of NN vs Generation (1, 10) vs Gbest
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Generation

14

42

Gbest

0.1649

0.1444

Expected output

Expected output in BRAM

NN output

NN Output

0.6313

0.631299

0.3644

0.3056

0.363

0.363000

0.5658

0.4029

0.1

0.100000

0.0065

0.0064

0.14

0.140000

0.1864

0.1638

0.1

0.100000

0.1396

0.1292

0.049

0.048990

0.2211

0.1823

0.1

0.100000

0.1466

0.1244

0.0233

0.023299

0.0681

0.0707

0.011

0.010990

0.0850

0.0832

0.159

0.158999

0.1307

0.1250

Table 11. Output of NN vs Generation (14, 42) vs Gbest
As global best decreases, the NN is learning the expected outputs of the
classification problem. This indicates the successful learning of NN using a populationbased learning algorithm in simulation. It also shows that the scalable neuron described in
section 3.2 is feasible and produces the expected output.
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4.3 RTL Synthesis
For successful RTL synthesis, external essential signals like reset and clocks are
necessary. The ZYBO Z7 provides clocks and reset through an external oscillator and
switches, respectively, which are set through the constraints in the .xdc file (Appendix A).
The base clock provided is 125MHz. The external switch acts as an active high reset signal
to reset the design.
During synthesis, the RTL gets translated into existing primitive blocks. Vivado
provides timing analysis to meet setup and hold time for all the flip-flops in the design. It
also identifies signals or nets that do not meet timing or have latches. To ensure the design’s
robustness, all warnings from timing analysis need to be addressed.
To begin synthesizing, the designer provides an expected clock frequency to
analyze the timing of the circuit. The initial expectation was running the circuit at 100 MHz
and verify this clock frequency through static timing analysis and synthesis.
The first round of synthesis revealed that 100 MHz violates the setup time. This
frequency is not possible due to throughput mentioned in the FP divider. The IP block was
constrained to generate the output of division in 8 clock cycles. For this given throughput
of division, the clock frequency needs to be reduced or throughput clock cycles increasesd.
Thus, a slower clock of 60 MHz is necessary to meet all the setup and hold timing on the
flip-flops (Figure 25).
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Figure 25. Setup and Hold Time of Full Design
A major set of input signals to the IP units were deployed with latches (Figure 26).
To meet timing on latches, understanding of complex concepts like time-borrowing is
necessary. These latches would prevent the design from running, as they would not capture
the signal (Figure 26). Using latches improves performance but adds to the complexity.
Therefore, to reduce complexity, all signals drive through a flip-flop, removing the need
for the latch highlighted in Figure 26. The result of removing latches is seen in Tables 12
and 13.
The last step is to take the external clock and scale it to the required frequency using
the on-board PLL. The PLL can be configured using the clocking block IP. This block
takes in the system clock and scales it to the required clock, with minimum jitter. The
design runs at a frequency of 60 MHz, which is limited by the longest path in the design.
The longest path is defined as a purely combinatorial path that propagates until it gets
driven by a flip-flop. The longest combinatorial path is on the FP division IP, as it uses
only the logic elements and not a DSP.
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Figure 26. Latch before an IP block [18]

Used

Available Utilization %

Slice LUTs

10500

53200

19.74

LUT as Logic

10500

53200

19.74

Slice Registers

5472

106400

5.14

Register as Flip Flop

3532

106400

3.32

Register as Latch

1940

106400

1.52

DSPs

47

220

21.36

Table 12. FPGA Utilization of NN and PSO V1
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Used

Available

Utilization %

Slice LUTs

13749

53200

25.84

LUT as Logic

12969

53200

24.38

Slice Registers

10426

106400

9.80

Register as Flip Flop

10426

106400

9.80

Register as Latch

0

106400

0

DSPs

47

220

21.36

Table 13. FPGA Utilization of NN and PSO V2 (Appendix D)
4.4 Hardware Results
The design was successfully implemented to FPGA (Appendix C), and results were
extracted from the hardware by a Xilinx logic analyzer (Xilinx, Inc., San Jose, CA). This
block uses additional hardware on the board and creates local storage to capture the values
of the signals its taps. The Vivado generates a post-implementation timing report to ensure
all timing is met, increasing level of confidence of the circuit in FPGA (Appendix A).
The custom hardware ran on the Zybo Z7 at 60 MHz and was verified through a
logic analyzer. The logic analyzer tapped various signals, such as reset, generation, and
global best. The signals changed in real-time, indicating successful implementation of the
design works. Verification of the few generations of Gbest values between the simulation
and hardware increased the level of confidence.
The results illustrate the proposed design works in hardware. Hence, it is possible
to create a custom standalone hardware accelerator for training the NN using a populationbased learning algorithm. For an easier implementation of the design, transforming all
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sequential blocks from latches to flip-flops makes it easier to meet timing and implement
onto the FPGA.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This project yielded the successful design of a hardware accelerator for training a
NN through a population-based algorithm, specifically PSO, that is FPGA ready. The
design uses minimal resources, reducing the number of DSP macro blocks needed for a full
system from the 108 used in the initial methodology to 47. This allows room for additional
NNs to further accelerate the algorithm. The proposed topology of NN optimization of
scalable neurons for hardware is successful. This ensures the hidden layer of the neural
network can be unbounded, allowing reuse of hardware. The robust feature of a swarm and
PSO algorithm is that the number of particles adjusts in real-time (recompilation of all
steps).
The expected number of iterations to achieve a trained neural network for Beam
Problem with PSO is 500 generations [2]. The hardware successfully ran at least this
number of generations, and the training results are in co-relation to simulation. The training
appears successful, based on the simulation results (Table 9, 10) and the hardware results
from the logic analyzer.
Manual testing was executed to establish a proof of concept that this topology can
work in hardware. Validation of the design with an automated testbench was not part of
this project.
As implemnted, the results are computed extremely fast, thereby reducing the time
needed to train a neural network. The custom hardware accelerator is a standalone, scalable
design to train a NN, and it allows real-time scaling when the global paramters are adusted.
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The current technology uses a standard micro-processor approach on a mostly sequential
process. This project’s approach on the PSO and NN lessens the bottleneck of sequential
processing, thus making the computation more efficient.
The project shows a method for employing population-based NN learning purely
in hardware. The proposed implementation of NN and PSO opens new horizons to develop
a fully scalable neural network. The inputs and outputs of the NN can change based on the
user selection. Using the current topology in conjunction with an ARM processor to update
the global parameters would improve interaction between the user and hardware. The next
steps are to develop a user-friendly custom hardware accelerator that targets complex
problems and to compare its performance to that of designs implemented in software.
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Appendix A – Xilinx Design Constraints file (.xdc file)
## This file is a general .xdc for the Zybo Z7 Rev. B
## It is compatible with the Zybo Z7-20 and Zybo Z7-10
## To use it in a project:
## - uncomment the lines corresponding to used pins
## - rename the used ports (in each line, after get_ports) according to the top
level signal names in the project
##Clock signal
set_property -dict {PACKAGE_PIN K17 IOSTANDARD LVCMOS33} [get_ports clk]
create_clock -period 8.000 -name sys_clk_pin -waveform {0.000 4.000} -add
[get_ports clk]
##Switches
set_property -dict {PACKAGE_PIN G15 IOSTANDARD LVCMOS33} [get_ports reset]

create_clock -period 16.667 -name clk_60 -waveform {0.000 8.333} -add [get_pins
clocking_block/clk_out1_0]
connect_debug_port u_ila_0/probe0 [get_nets [list
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[0]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[1]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[2]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[3]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[4]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[5]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[6]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[7]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[8]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[9]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[10]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[11]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[12]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[13]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[14]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[15]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[16]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[17]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[18]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[19]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[20]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[21]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[22]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[23]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[24]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[25]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[26]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[27]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[28]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[29]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[30]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[31]}]]
connect_debug_port u_ila_0/probe1 [get_nets [list
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/crnt_velocity_ctrl_st[0]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/crnt_velocity_ctrl_st[1]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/crnt_velocity_ctrl_st[2]}
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{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/crnt_velocity_ctrl_st[3]}
{nolabel_line33/compare_velocity_update/crnt_velocity_ctrl_st[4]}]]
connect_debug_port u_ila_0/probe2 [get_nets [list
{nolabel_line33/crnt_pso_ctrl_st[0]} {nolabel_line33/crnt_pso_ctrl_st[1]}
{nolabel_line33/crnt_pso_ctrl_st[2]} {nolabel_line33/crnt_pso_ctrl_st[3]}
{nolabel_line33/crnt_pso_ctrl_st[4]} {nolabel_line33/crnt_pso_ctrl_st[5]}]]
connect_debug_port u_ila_0/probe3 [get_nets [list
{nolabel_line33/generation[0]} {nolabel_line33/generation[1]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[2]} {nolabel_line33/generation[3]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[4]} {nolabel_line33/generation[5]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[6]} {nolabel_line33/generation[7]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[8]} {nolabel_line33/generation[9]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[10]} {nolabel_line33/generation[11]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[12]} {nolabel_line33/generation[13]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[14]} {nolabel_line33/generation[15]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[16]} {nolabel_line33/generation[17]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[18]} {nolabel_line33/generation[19]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[20]} {nolabel_line33/generation[21]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[22]} {nolabel_line33/generation[23]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[24]} {nolabel_line33/generation[25]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[26]} {nolabel_line33/generation[27]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[28]} {nolabel_line33/generation[29]}
{nolabel_line33/generation[30]} {nolabel_line33/generation[31]}]]
connect_debug_port u_ila_0/probe4 [get_nets [list
{nolabel_line33/part_init_rand/lfsr_16/random[0]}
{nolabel_line33/part_init_rand/lfsr_16/random[1]}
{nolabel_line33/part_init_rand/lfsr_16/random[2]}
{nolabel_line33/part_init_rand/lfsr_16/random[3]}
{nolabel_line33/part_init_rand/lfsr_16/random[4]}]]
set_input_delay -clock [get_clocks clk_60] -min -add_delay 0.100 [get_ports
reset]
set_input_delay -clock [get_clocks clk_60] -max -add_delay 1.000 [get_ports
reset]
set_clock_groups -physically_exclusive -group [get_clocks include_generated_clocks clk] -group [get_clocks -include_generated_clocks
sys_clk_pin]
set_clock_groups -physically_exclusive -group [get_clocks include_generated_clocks clkfbout_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0] -group
[get_clocks -include_generated_clocks clkfbout_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0_1]
connect_debug_port u_ila_0/probe0 [get_nets [list {final_gbest_OBUF[0]}
{final_gbest_OBUF[1]} {final_gbest_OBUF[2]} {final_gbest_OBUF[3]}
{final_gbest_OBUF[4]} {final_gbest_OBUF[5]} {final_gbest_OBUF[6]}
{final_gbest_OBUF[7]} {final_gbest_OBUF[8]} {final_gbest_OBUF[9]}
{final_gbest_OBUF[10]} {final_gbest_OBUF[11]} {final_gbest_OBUF[12]}
{final_gbest_OBUF[13]} {final_gbest_OBUF[14]} {final_gbest_OBUF[15]}
{final_gbest_OBUF[16]} {final_gbest_OBUF[17]} {final_gbest_OBUF[18]}
{final_gbest_OBUF[19]} {final_gbest_OBUF[20]} {final_gbest_OBUF[21]}
{final_gbest_OBUF[22]} {final_gbest_OBUF[23]} {final_gbest_OBUF[24]}
{final_gbest_OBUF[25]} {final_gbest_OBUF[26]} {final_gbest_OBUF[27]}
{final_gbest_OBUF[28]} {final_gbest_OBUF[29]} {final_gbest_OBUF[30]}
{final_gbest_OBUF[31]}]]
connect_debug_port u_ila_0/probe1 [get_nets [list {generation_OBUF[0]}
{generation_OBUF[1]} {generation_OBUF[2]} {generation_OBUF[3]}
{generation_OBUF[4]} {generation_OBUF[5]} {generation_OBUF[6]}
{generation_OBUF[7]} {generation_OBUF[8]} {generation_OBUF[9]}
{generation_OBUF[10]} {generation_OBUF[11]} {generation_OBUF[12]}
{generation_OBUF[13]} {generation_OBUF[14]} {generation_OBUF[15]}
{generation_OBUF[16]} {generation_OBUF[17]} {generation_OBUF[18]}
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{generation_OBUF[19]} {generation_OBUF[20]} {generation_OBUF[21]}
{generation_OBUF[22]} {generation_OBUF[23]} {generation_OBUF[24]}
{generation_OBUF[25]} {generation_OBUF[26]} {generation_OBUF[27]}
{generation_OBUF[28]} {generation_OBUF[29]} {generation_OBUF[30]}
{generation_OBUF[31]}]]
set_output_delay -clock [get_clocks clk_60] 0.000 [get_ports -regexp -filter {
NAME =~ ".*gen.*" && DIRECTION == "OUT" }]
set_output_delay -clock [get_clocks clk_60] 0.000 [get_ports -regexp -filter {
NAME =~ ".*final.*" && DIRECTION == "OUT" }]

create_debug_core u_ila_0 ila
set_property ALL_PROBE_SAME_MU true [get_debug_cores u_ila_0]
set_property ALL_PROBE_SAME_MU_CNT 1 [get_debug_cores u_ila_0]
set_property C_ADV_TRIGGER false [get_debug_cores u_ila_0]
set_property C_DATA_DEPTH 2048 [get_debug_cores u_ila_0]
set_property C_EN_STRG_QUAL false [get_debug_cores u_ila_0]
set_property C_INPUT_PIPE_STAGES 0 [get_debug_cores u_ila_0]
set_property C_TRIGIN_EN false [get_debug_cores u_ila_0]
set_property C_TRIGOUT_EN false [get_debug_cores u_ila_0]
set_property port_width 1 [get_debug_ports u_ila_0/clk]
connect_debug_port u_ila_0/clk [get_nets [list
clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/clk_out1]]
set_property PROBE_TYPE DATA_AND_TRIGGER [get_debug_ports u_ila_0/probe0]
set_property port_width 32 [get_debug_ports u_ila_0/probe0]
connect_debug_port u_ila_0/probe0 [get_nets [list {pso_nn_top/generation[0]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[1]} {pso_nn_top/generation[2]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[3]} {pso_nn_top/generation[4]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[5]} {pso_nn_top/generation[6]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[7]} {pso_nn_top/generation[8]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[9]} {pso_nn_top/generation[10]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[11]} {pso_nn_top/generation[12]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[13]} {pso_nn_top/generation[14]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[15]} {pso_nn_top/generation[16]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[17]} {pso_nn_top/generation[18]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[19]} {pso_nn_top/generation[20]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[21]} {pso_nn_top/generation[22]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[23]} {pso_nn_top/generation[24]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[25]} {pso_nn_top/generation[26]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[27]} {pso_nn_top/generation[28]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[29]} {pso_nn_top/generation[30]}
{pso_nn_top/generation[31]}]]
create_debug_port u_ila_0 probe
set_property PROBE_TYPE DATA_AND_TRIGGER [get_debug_ports u_ila_0/probe1]
set_property port_width 32 [get_debug_ports u_ila_0/probe1]
connect_debug_port u_ila_0/probe1 [get_nets [list
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[0]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[1]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[2]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[3]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[4]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[5]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[6]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[7]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[8]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[9]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[10]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[11]}
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{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[12]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[13]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[14]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[15]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[16]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[17]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[18]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[19]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[20]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[21]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[22]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[23]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[24]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[25]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[26]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[27]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[28]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[29]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[30]}
{pso_nn_top/compare_velocity_update/local_gbest_temp[31]}]]
create_debug_port u_ila_0 probe
set_property PROBE_TYPE DATA_AND_TRIGGER [get_debug_ports u_ila_0/probe2]
set_property port_width 1 [get_debug_ports u_ila_0/probe2]
connect_debug_port u_ila_0/probe2 [get_nets [list reset_IBUF]]
set_property C_CLK_INPUT_FREQ_HZ 300000000 [get_debug_cores dbg_hub]
set_property C_ENABLE_CLK_DIVIDER false [get_debug_cores dbg_hub]
set_property C_USER_SCAN_CHAIN 1 [get_debug_cores dbg_hub]
connect_debug_port dbg_hub/clk [get_nets clk_out1_0]
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Appendix B – Coefficient file (.coe file)
; Sample memory initialization file for Single Port Block Memory,
; v3.0 or later.
; The Input set 1 for The Beam Problem
; This .COE file specifies initialization values for a block
; memory of depth=10, and width=32. In this case, values are
; specified in hexadecimal format.
memory_initialization_radix=16;
memory_initialization_vector=
3ecccccd,
3e4ccccd,
3eb33333,
3e19999a,
3e19999a,
3d75c28f,
3df5c28f,
3dcccccd,
3d75c28f,
3e4ccccd;
; Sample memory initialization file for Single Port Block Memory,
; v3.0 or later.
; The Input set 2 for The Beam Problem
; This .COE file specifies initialization values for a block
; memory of depth=10, and width=32. In this case, values are
; specified in hexadecimal format.
memory_initialization_radix=16;
memory_initialization_vector=
3ecccccd,
3e4ccccd,
3eb33333,
3e19999a,
3e19999a,
3d75c28f,
3d75c28f,
3dcccccd,
3d75c28f,
3e4ccccd;
; Sample memory initialization file for Single Port Block Memory,
; v3.0 or later.
; The Input set 3 for The Beam Problem
; This .COE file specifies initialization values for a block
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; memory of depth=10, and width=32. In this case, values are
; specified in hexadecimal format.
memory_initialization_radix=16;
memory_initialization_vector=
3e428f5c,
3df5c28f,
3d0f5c29,
3d3851ec,
3d0f5c29,
3c9374bc,
3c9374bc,
3be56042,
3b83126f,
3d4ccccd;
; Sample memory initialization file for Single Port Block Memory,
; v3.0 or later.
; The Input set 4 for The Beam Problem
; This .COE file specifies initialization values for a block
; memory of depth=10, and width=32. In this case, values are
; specified in hexadecimal format.
memory_initialization_radix=16;
memory_initialization_vector=
3e428f5c,
3e75c28f,
3d0f5c29,
3df5c28f,
3dc28f5c,
3dfbe76d,
3d89374c,
3ce56042,
3cc49ba6,
3dcccccd;
; Sample memory initialization file for Single Port Block Memory,
; v3.0 or later.
; The Output set for The Beam Problem
; This .COE file specifies initialization values for a block
; memory of depth=10, and width=32. In this case, values are
; specified in hexadecimal format.
memory_initialization_radix=16;
memory_initialization_vector=
3f219ce0,
3eb9db23,
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3dcccccd,
3e0f5c29,
3dcccccd,
3d48b439,
3dcccccd,
3cbedfa4,
3c343958,
3e22d0e5;
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Appendix C – Timing Report
Copyright 1986-2017 Xilinx, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 1986-2017 Xilinx, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Tool Version : Vivado v.2017.4 (win64) Build 2086221 Fri Dec 15 20:55:39 MST 2017
| Date
: Mon Aug 13 20:50:11 2018
| Host
: Prem running 64-bit major release (build 9200)
| Command
: report_timing_summary -delay_type min_max -report_unconstrained -check_timing_verbose
-max_paths 1000 -input_pins -routable_nets -name timing_1 -file
C:/Users/premb/nn_part1/PB_pso_nn_v1.2_timing_report.txt
| Design
: pso_nn_top
| Device
: 7z020-clg400
| Speed File
: -1 PRODUCTION 1.11 2014-09-11
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Timing Summary Report
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Timer Settings
| ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Enable Multi Corner Analysis
Enable Pessimism Removal
Pessimism Removal Resolution
Enable Input Delay Default Clock
Enable Preset / Clear Arcs
Disable Flight Delays
Ignore I/O Paths
Timing Early Launch at Borrowing Latches
Corner
Name
-----Slow
Fast

Analyze
Max Paths
--------Yes
Yes

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Yes
Yes
Nearest Common Node
No
No
No
No
false

Analyze
Min Paths
--------Yes
Yes

check_timing report
Table of Contents
----------------1. checking no_clock
2. checking constant_clock
3. checking pulse_width_clock
4. checking unconstrained_internal_endpoints
5. checking no_input_delay
6. checking no_output_delay
7. checking multiple_clock
8. checking generated_clocks
9. checking loops
10. checking partial_input_delay
11. checking partial_output_delay
12. checking latch_loops
1. checking no_clock
-------------------There are 0 register/latch pins with no clock.
2. checking constant_clock
-------------------------There are 0 register/latch pins with constant_clock.
3. checking pulse_width_clock
----------------------------There are 0 register/latch pins which need pulse_width check
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4. checking unconstrained_internal_endpoints
-------------------------------------------There are 0 pins that are not constrained for maximum delay.
There are 0 pins that are not constrained for maximum delay due to constant clock.
5. checking no_input_delay
-------------------------There are 0 input ports with no input delay specified.
There are 0 input ports with no input delay but user has a false path constraint.
6. checking no_output_delay
--------------------------There are 0 ports with no output delay specified.
There are 0 ports with no output delay but user has a false path constraint
There are 0 ports with no output delay but with a timing clock defined on it or propagating through
it
7. checking multiple_clock
-------------------------There are 0 register/latch pins with multiple clocks.
8. checking generated_clocks
---------------------------There are 0 generated clocks that are not connected to a clock source.
9. checking loops
----------------There are 0 combinational loops in the design.
10. checking partial_input_delay
-------------------------------There are 0 input ports with partial input delay specified.
11. checking partial_output_delay
--------------------------------There are 0 ports with partial output delay specified.
12. checking latch_loops
-----------------------There are 0 combinational latch loops in the design through latch input

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Design Timing Summary
| -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------WNS(ns)
TNS(ns) TNS Failing Endpoints TNS Total Endpoints
WHS(ns)
THS(ns) THS
Failing Endpoints THS Total Endpoints
WPWS(ns)
TPWS(ns) TPWS Failing Endpoints TPWS Total
Endpoints
------------- --------------------- ------------------------------- -------------------- --------------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------0.386
0.000
0
18296
0.015
0.000
0
18296
2.000
0.000
0
8260
All user specified timing constraints are met.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Clock Summary
| -------------
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Clock
Waveform(ns)
Period(ns)
Frequency(MHz)
---------------------------clk
4.000}
8.000
125.000
clk_out1_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0
8.333}
16.667
60.000
clkfbout_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0
20.000}
40.000
25.000
clk_60
8.333}
16.667
59.999
dbg_hub/inst/BSCANID.u_xsdbm_id/SWITCH_N_EXT_BSCAN.bscan_inst/SERIES7_BSCAN.bscan_inst/TCK
16.500}
33.000
30.303
sys_clk_pin
4.000}
8.000
125.000
clk_out1_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0_1
8.333}
16.667
60.000
clkfbout_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0_1
20.000}
40.000
25.000

---------{0.000
{0.000
{0.000
{0.000
{0.000
{0.000
{0.000
{0.000

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Intra Clock Table
| ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Clock
WNS(ns)
TNS(ns) TNS Failing Endpoints TNS Total Endpoints
WHS(ns)
THS(ns) THS
Failing Endpoints THS Total Endpoints
WPWS(ns)
TPWS(ns) TPWS Failing Endpoints TPWS Total
Endpoints
---------------- --------------------- ------------------------------- -------------------- --------------------------------- ---------------------- -------------------clk
2.000
0.000
0
1
clk_out1_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0
14.511
0.000
0
2
clkfbout_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0
12.633
0.000
0
3
clk_60
0.386
0.000
0
13966
0.015
0.000
0
13966
7.083
0.000
0
7774
dbg_hub/inst/BSCANID.u_xsdbm_id/SWITCH_N_EXT_BSCAN.bscan_inst/SERIES7_BSCAN.bscan_inst/TCK
25.304
0.000
0
923
0.019
0.000
0
923
15.250
0.000
0
480
sys_clk_pin
2.000
0.000
0
1
clk_out1_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0_1
14.511
0.000
0
2
clkfbout_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0_1
12.633
0.000
0
3
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Inter Clock Table
| ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From Clock
WHS(ns)
----------------

To Clock
WNS(ns)
THS(ns) THS Failing Endpoints
-------------------- ---------------------

TNS(ns) TNS Failing Endpoints
THS Total Endpoints
------- ---------------------------------------

TNS Total Endpoints
-------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Other Path Groups Table
| ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Path Group
To Clock
WNS(ns)
TNS(ns) TNS Failing Endpoints
Failing Endpoints THS Total Endpoints

From Clock
TNS Total Endpoints

WHS(ns)

THS(ns)

THS
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------------------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------------- -------------------- ------------------**async_default**
clk_60
clk_60
6.545
0.000
0
3307
0.224
0.000
0
3307
**async_default**
dbg_hub/inst/BSCANID.u_xsdbm_id/SWITCH_N_EXT_BSCAN.bscan_inst/SERIES7_BSCAN.bscan_inst/TCK
dbg_hub/inst/BSCANID.u_xsdbm_id/SWITCH_N_EXT_BSCAN.bscan_inst/SERIES7_BSCAN.bscan_inst/TCK
26.016
0.000
0
100
0.124
0.000
0
100
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| User Ignored Path Table
| ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Path Group
To Clock
----------------(none)
clk_60
(none)
dbg_hub/inst/BSCANID.u_xsdbm_id/SWITCH_N_EXT_BSCAN.bscan_inst/SERIES7_BSCAN.bscan_inst/TCK
(none)
dbg_hub/inst/BSCANID.u_xsdbm_id/SWITCH_N_EXT_BSCAN.bscan_inst/SERIES7_BSCAN.bscan_inst/TCK

From Clock
---------clk_60
clk_60
clk_60

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Unconstrained Path Table
| ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Path Group
To Clock
----------------(none)
clkfbout_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0
(none)
clkfbout_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0_1
(none)
clk_60
(none)
dbg_hub/inst/BSCANID.u_xsdbm_id/SWITCH_N_EXT_BSCAN.bscan_inst/SERIES7_BSCAN.bscan_inst/TCK

From Clock
----------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Timing Details
| --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From Clock: clk
To Clock: clk
Setup :
NA Failing Endpoints, Worst Slack
NA , Total Violation
NA
Hold :
NA Failing Endpoints, Worst Slack
NA , Total Violation
NA
PW
:
0 Failing Endpoints, Worst Slack
2.000ns, Total Violation
0.000ns
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pulse Width Checks
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Clock Name:
clk
Waveform(ns):
{ 0.000 4.000 }
Period(ns):
8.000
Sources:
{ clk }
Check Type
Location

Corner
Pin

Lib Pin

Reference Pin

Required(ns)

Actual(ns)

Slack(ns)
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Min Period
n/a
PLLE2_ADV/CLKIN1 n/a
1.249
8.000
PLLE2_ADV_X1Y2 clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/plle2_adv_inst/CLKIN1
Max Period
n/a
PLLE2_ADV/CLKIN1 n/a
52.633
8.000
PLLE2_ADV_X1Y2 clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/plle2_adv_inst/CLKIN1
Low Pulse Width
Slow
PLLE2_ADV/CLKIN1 n/a
2.000
4.000
PLLE2_ADV_X1Y2 clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/plle2_adv_inst/CLKIN1
Low Pulse Width
Fast
PLLE2_ADV/CLKIN1 n/a
2.000
4.000
PLLE2_ADV_X1Y2 clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/plle2_adv_inst/CLKIN1
High Pulse Width Slow
PLLE2_ADV/CLKIN1 n/a
2.000
4.000
PLLE2_ADV_X1Y2 clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/plle2_adv_inst/CLKIN1
High Pulse Width Fast
PLLE2_ADV/CLKIN1 n/a
2.000
4.000
PLLE2_ADV_X1Y2 clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/plle2_adv_inst/CLKIN1

6.751
44.633
2.000
2.000
2.000
2.000

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From Clock: clk_out1_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0
To Clock: clk_out1_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0
Setup :
NA Failing Endpoints, Worst Slack
NA , Total Violation
NA
Hold :
NA Failing Endpoints, Worst Slack
NA , Total Violation
NA
PW
:
0 Failing Endpoints, Worst Slack
14.511ns, Total Violation
0.000ns
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pulse Width Checks
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Clock Name:
clk_out1_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0
Waveform(ns):
{ 0.000 8.333 }
Period(ns):
16.667
Sources:
{ clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/plle2_adv_inst/CLKOUT0 }
Check Type Corner Lib Pin
Reference Pin Required(ns) Actual(ns) Slack(ns)
Pin
Min Period n/a
BUFG/I
n/a
2.155
16.667
14.511
BUFGCTRL_X0Y16 clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/clkout1_buf/I
Min Period n/a
PLLE2_ADV/CLKOUT0 n/a
1.249
16.667
15.418
PLLE2_ADV_X1Y2 clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/plle2_adv_inst/CLKOUT0
Max Period n/a
PLLE2_ADV/CLKOUT0 n/a
160.000
16.667
143.333
PLLE2_ADV_X1Y2 clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/plle2_adv_inst/CLKOUT0

Location

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From Clock: clkfbout_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0
To Clock: clkfbout_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0
Setup :
NA Failing Endpoints, Worst Slack
NA , Total Violation
NA
Hold :
NA Failing Endpoints, Worst Slack
NA , Total Violation
NA
PW
:
0 Failing Endpoints, Worst Slack
12.633ns, Total Violation
0.000ns
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pulse Width Checks
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Clock Name:
clkfbout_clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0
Waveform(ns):
{ 0.000 20.000 }
Period(ns):
40.000
Sources:
{ clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/plle2_adv_inst/CLKFBOUT }
Check Type Corner Lib Pin
Reference Pin Required(ns) Actual(ns) Slack(ns)
Pin
Min Period n/a
BUFG/I
n/a
2.155
40.000
37.845
BUFGCTRL_X0Y17 clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/clkf_buf/I
Min Period n/a
PLLE2_ADV/CLKFBOUT n/a
1.249
40.000
38.751
PLLE2_ADV_X1Y2 clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/plle2_adv_inst/CLKFBOUT
Min Period n/a
PLLE2_ADV/CLKFBIN
n/a
1.249
40.000
38.751
PLLE2_ADV_X1Y2 clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/plle2_adv_inst/CLKFBIN
Max Period n/a
PLLE2_ADV/CLKFBIN
n/a
52.633
40.000
12.633
PLLE2_ADV_X1Y2 clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/plle2_adv_inst/CLKFBIN
Max Period n/a
PLLE2_ADV/CLKFBOUT n/a
160.000
40.000
120.000
PLLE2_ADV_X1Y2 clocking_block/clocking_block_i/clk_wiz_0/inst/plle2_adv_inst/CLKFBOUT

Location

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From Clock: clk_60
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To Clock:

clk_60

Setup :
0 Failing Endpoints, Worst Slack
0.386ns, Total Violation
0.000ns
Hold :
0 Failing Endpoints, Worst Slack
0.015ns, Total Violation
0.000ns
PW
:
0 Failing Endpoints, Worst Slack
7.083ns, Total Violation
0.000ns
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Max Delay Paths
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Slack (MET) :
0.386ns (required time - arrival time)
Source:
pso_nn_top/nn_swarm/neural_network_nn2/nn2_nerual_network/nn2_neural_network_i/floating_point_0/U0/i_s
ynth/ACCUM_OP.OP/g_accum_split[1].g_dsp_split.i_adder/DSP/CLK
(rising edge-triggered cell DSP48E1 clocked by clk_60 {rise@0.000ns
fall@8.333ns period=16.667ns})
Destination:
pso_nn_top/nn_swarm/neural_network_nn2/nn2_nerual_network/nn2_neural_network_i/floating_point_0/U0/i_s
ynth/ACCUM_OP.OP/i_result/i_pipe/opt_has_pipe.first_q_reg[10]/R
(rising edge-triggered cell FDRE clocked by clk_60 {rise@0.000ns
fall@8.333ns period=16.667ns})
Path Group:
clk_60
Path Type:
Setup (Max at Slow Process Corner)
Requirement:
16.667ns (clk_60 rise@16.667ns - clk_60 rise@0.000ns)
Data Path Delay:
15.646ns (logic 4.889ns (31.247%) route 10.757ns (68.753%))
Logic Levels:
14 (CARRY4=1 DSP48E1=1 LUT3=1 LUT4=4 LUT5=2 LUT6=5)
Clock Path Skew:
-0.076ns (DCD - SCD + CPR)
Destination Clock Delay (DCD):
4.394ns = ( 21.061 - 16.667 )
Source Clock Delay
(SCD):
4.978ns
Clock Pessimism Removal (CPR):
0.508ns
Clock Uncertainty:
0.035ns ((TSJ^2 + TIJ^2)^1/2 + DJ) / 2 + PE
Total System Jitter
(TSJ):
0.071ns
Total Input Jitter
(TIJ):
0.000ns
Discrete Jitter
(DJ):
0.000ns
Phase Error
(PE):
0.000ns
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Appendix D – Utilization Report V2
Utilization Report V1.0:

Copyright 1986-2017 Xilinx, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------| Tool Version : Vivado v.2017.4 (win64) Build 2086221 Fri Dec 15 20:55:39 MST
2017
| Date
: Fri Jun 1 21:01:21 2018
| Host
: Prem running 64-bit major release (build 9200)
| Command
: report_utilization -file
C:/Users/premb/nn_part1/pso_nn_v1.0_utilization -name utilization_1
| Design
: pso_nn_top
| Device
: 7z020clg400-1
| Design State : Routed
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Utilization Design Information
Table of Contents
----------------1. Slice Logic
1.1 Summary of Registers by Type
2. Slice Logic Distribution
3. Memory
4. DSP
5. IO and GT Specific
6. Clocking
7. Specific Feature
8. Primitives
9. Black Boxes
10. Instantiated Netlists
1. Slice Logic
-------------+----------------------------+-------+-------+-----------+-------+
|
Site Type
| Used | Fixed | Available | Util% |
+----------------------------+-------+-------+-----------+-------+
| Slice LUTs
| 13749 |
0 |
53200 | 25.84 |
|
LUT as Logic
| 12969 |
0 |
53200 | 24.38 |
|
LUT as Memory
|
780 |
0 |
17400 | 4.48 |
|
LUT as Distributed RAM |
152 |
0 |
|
|
|
LUT as Shift Register |
628 |
0 |
|
|
| Slice Registers
| 10426 |
0 |
106400 | 9.80 |
|
Register as Flip Flop
| 10426 |
0 |
106400 | 9.80 |
|
Register as Latch
|
0 |
0 |
106400 | 0.00 |
| F7 Muxes
|
161 |
0 |
26600 | 0.61 |
| F8 Muxes
|
20 |
0 |
13300 | 0.15 |
+----------------------------+-------+-------+-----------+-------+
1.1 Summary of Registers by Type
-------------------------------+-------+--------------+-------------+--------------+
| Total | Clock Enable | Synchronous | Asynchronous |
+-------+--------------+-------------+--------------+
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| 0
|
_ |
- |
- |
| 0
|
_ |
- |
Set |
| 0
|
_ |
- |
Reset |
| 0
|
_ |
Set |
- |
| 0
|
_ |
Reset |
- |
| 0
|
Yes |
- |
- |
| 43
|
Yes |
- |
Set |
| 3397 |
Yes |
- |
Reset |
| 116
|
Yes |
Set |
- |
| 6870 |
Yes |
Reset |
- |
+-------+--------------+-------------+--------------+
2. Slice Logic Distribution
--------------------------+-------------------------------------------+-------+-------+-----------+------+
|
Site Type
| Used | Fixed | Available | Util%
|
+-------------------------------------------+-------+-------+-----------+------+
| Slice
| 4846 |
0 |
13300 | 36.44
|
|
SLICEL
| 3321 |
0 |
|
|
|
SLICEM
| 1525 |
0 |
|
|
| LUT as Logic
| 12969 |
0 |
53200 | 24.38
|
|
using O5 output only
|
22 |
|
|
|
|
using O6 output only
| 10932 |
|
|
|
|
using O5 and O6
| 2015 |
|
|
|
| LUT as Memory
|
780 |
0 |
17400 | 4.48
|
|
LUT as Distributed RAM
|
152 |
0 |
|
|
|
using O5 output only
|
0 |
|
|
|
|
using O6 output only
|
128 |
|
|
|
|
using O5 and O6
|
24 |
|
|
|
|
LUT as Shift Register
|
628 |
0 |
|
|
|
using O5 output only
|
13 |
|
|
|
|
using O6 output only
|
111 |
|
|
|
|
using O5 and O6
|
504 |
|
|
|
| LUT Flip Flop Pairs
| 5728 |
0 |
53200 | 10.77
|
|
fully used LUT-FF pairs
|
747 |
|
|
|
|
LUT-FF pairs with one unused LUT output | 4634 |
|
|
|
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|
LUT-FF pairs with one unused Flip Flop | 4745 |
|
|
|
| Unique Control Sets
|
358 |
|
|
|
+-------------------------------------------+-------+-------+-----------+------+
* Note: Review the Control Sets Report for more information regarding control
sets.
3. Memory
--------+-------------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
|
Site Type
| Used | Fixed | Available | Util% |
+-------------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
| Block RAM Tile
| 30.5 |
0 |
140 | 21.79 |
|
RAMB36/FIFO*
|
30 |
0 |
140 | 21.43 |
|
RAMB36E1 only |
30 |
|
|
|
|
RAMB18
|
1 |
0 |
280 | 0.36 |
|
RAMB18E1 only |
1 |
|
|
|
+-------------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
* Note: Each Block RAM Tile only has one FIFO logic available and therefore can
accommodate only one FIFO36E1 or one FIFO18E1. However, if a FIFO18E1 occupies
a Block RAM Tile, that tile can still accommodate a RAMB18E1
4. DSP
-----+----------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
|
Site Type
| Used | Fixed | Available | Util% |
+----------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
| DSPs
|
47 |
0 |
220 | 21.36 |
|
DSP48E1 only |
47 |
|
|
|
+----------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
5. IO and GT Specific
--------------------+-----------------------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
|
Site Type
| Used | Fixed | Available | Util% |
+-----------------------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
| Bonded IOB
|
2 |
2 |
125 | 1.60 |
|
IOB Master Pads
|
1 |
|
|
|
|
IOB Slave Pads
|
1 |
|
|
|
| Bonded IPADs
|
0 |
0 |
2 | 0.00 |
| Bonded IOPADs
|
0 |
0 |
130 | 0.00 |
| PHY_CONTROL
|
0 |
0 |
4 | 0.00 |
| PHASER_REF
|
0 |
0 |
4 | 0.00 |
| OUT_FIFO
|
0 |
0 |
16 | 0.00 |
| IN_FIFO
|
0 |
0 |
16 | 0.00 |
| IDELAYCTRL
|
0 |
0 |
4 | 0.00 |
| IBUFDS
|
0 |
0 |
121 | 0.00 |
| PHASER_OUT/PHASER_OUT_PHY
|
0 |
0 |
16 | 0.00 |
| PHASER_IN/PHASER_IN_PHY
|
0 |
0 |
16 | 0.00 |
| IDELAYE2/IDELAYE2_FINEDELAY |
0 |
0 |
200 | 0.00 |
| ILOGIC
|
0 |
0 |
125 | 0.00 |
| OLOGIC
|
0 |
0 |
125 | 0.00 |
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+-----------------------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
6. Clocking
----------+------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
| Site Type | Used | Fixed | Available | Util% |
+------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
| BUFGCTRL
|
3 |
0 |
32 | 9.38 |
| BUFIO
|
0 |
0 |
16 | 0.00 |
| MMCME2_ADV |
0 |
0 |
4 | 0.00 |
| PLLE2_ADV |
1 |
0 |
4 | 25.00 |
| BUFMRCE
|
0 |
0 |
8 | 0.00 |
| BUFHCE
|
0 |
0 |
72 | 0.00 |
| BUFR
|
0 |
0 |
16 | 0.00 |
+------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
7. Specific Feature
------------------+-------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
| Site Type | Used | Fixed | Available | Util% |
+-------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
| BSCANE2
|
1 |
0 |
4 | 25.00 |
| CAPTUREE2
|
0 |
0 |
1 | 0.00 |
| DNA_PORT
|
0 |
0 |
1 | 0.00 |
| EFUSE_USR
|
0 |
0 |
1 | 0.00 |
| FRAME_ECCE2 |
0 |
0 |
1 | 0.00 |
| ICAPE2
|
0 |
0 |
2 | 0.00 |
| STARTUPE2
|
0 |
0 |
1 | 0.00 |
| XADC
|
0 |
0 |
1 | 0.00 |
+-------------+------+-------+-----------+-------+
8. Primitives
------------+-----------+------+---------------------+
| Ref Name | Used | Functional Category |
+-----------+------+---------------------+
| FDRE
| 6870 |
Flop & Latch |
| LUT6
| 4462 |
LUT |
| FDCE
| 3397 |
Flop & Latch |
| LUT3
| 2836 |
LUT |
| LUT2
| 2654 |
LUT |
| LUT4
| 2617 |
LUT |
| LUT5
| 2242 |
LUT |
| CARRY4
| 1370 |
CarryLogic |
| SRL16E
| 613 | Distributed Memory |
| SRLC32E
| 517 | Distributed Memory |
| LUT1
| 173 |
LUT |
| MUXF7
| 161 |
MuxFx |
| RAMD64E
| 128 | Distributed Memory |
| FDSE
| 116 |
Flop & Latch |
| DSP48E1
|
47 |
Block Arithmetic |
| FDPE
|
43 |
Flop & Latch |
| RAMD32
|
36 | Distributed Memory |
| RAMB36E1 |
30 |
Block Memory |
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| MUXF8
|
20 |
MuxFx |
| RAMS32
|
12 | Distributed Memory |
| BUFG
|
3 |
Clock |
| SRLC16E
|
2 | Distributed Memory |
| IBUF
|
2 |
IO |
| RAMB18E1 |
1 |
Block Memory |
| PLLE2_ADV |
1 |
Clock |
| BSCANE2
|
1 |
Others |
+-----------+------+---------------------+
9. Black Boxes
-------------+----------+------+
| Ref Name | Used |
+----------+------+
10. Instantiated Netlists
------------------------+---------------------------------------+------+
|
Ref Name
| Used |
+---------------------------------------+------+
| u_ila_0_CV
|
1 |
| pso_storage_blk_mem_gen_4_1
|
1 |
| pso_storage_blk_mem_gen_2_1
|
1 |
| pso_storage_blk_mem_gen_2_0
|
1 |
| pso_storage_blk_mem_gen_1_0
|
1 |
| pso_storage_blk_mem_gen_0_1
|
1 |
| pso_storage_blk_mem_gen_0_0
|
1 |
| pso_equations_floating_point_4_0
|
1 |
| pso_equations_floating_point_2_2
|
1 |
| pso_equations_floating_point_2_0
|
1 |
| pso_equations_floating_point_0_3
|
1 |
| pso_equations_floating_point_0_2
|
1 |
| pso_equations_floating_point_0_0
|
1 |
| nn_top_weights_blk_mem_gen_2_1
|
1 |
| nn_top_weights_blk_mem_gen_2_0
|
1 |
| nn_top_weights_blk_mem_gen_0_1
|
1 |
| nn_top_weights_blk_mem_gen_0_0
|
1 |
| nn_top_outputs_bram_blk_mem_gen_0_0
|
1 |
| nn_top_inputs_bram_blk_mem_gen_2_0
|
1 |
| nn_top_inputs_bram_blk_mem_gen_1_0
|
1 |
| nn_top_inputs_bram_blk_mem_gen_0_1
|
1 |
| nn_top_inputs_bram_blk_mem_gen_0_0
|
1 |
| nn_swarm_output_real_blk_mem_gen_0_1 |
1 |
| nn_swarm_output_real_blk_mem_gen_0_0 |
1 |
| nn2_neural_network_floating_point_6_0 |
1 |
| nn2_neural_network_floating_point_5_0 |
1 |
| nn2_neural_network_floating_point_4_0 |
1 |
| nn2_neural_network_floating_point_3_0 |
1 |
| nn2_neural_network_floating_point_2_0 |
1 |
| nn2_neural_network_floating_point_1_0 |
1 |
| nn2_neural_network_floating_point_0_0 |
1 |
| nn1_neuron1_hidden_floating_point_6_0 |
1 |
| nn1_neuron1_hidden_floating_point_5_0 |
1 |
| nn1_neuron1_hidden_floating_point_4_0 |
1 |
| nn1_neuron1_hidden_floating_point_3_0 |
1 |
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| nn1_neuron1_hidden_floating_point_2_0 |
1 |
| nn1_neuron1_hidden_floating_point_1_0 |
1 |
| nn1_neuron1_hidden_floating_point_0_1 |
1 |
| error_accumulation_floating_point_0_2 |
1 |
| error_accumulation_floating_point_0_1 |
1 |
| error_accumulation_floating_point_0_0 |
1 |
| dbg_hub_CV
|
1 |
| clocking_block_clk_wiz_0_0
|
1 |
+---------------------------------------+------+
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